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AMONG THE FABMERS.

CARL S. BRIGGS,
Dentist,

with
THB PLOW."
Interest the article from your
Maine correspondent relative to the maCorrespondence on practical agrtcultora. topic 1 nnrial value of leave·. From
my own
le *oucîted. Ad dree* all common! cation^ li
experience I can aleo testify to their
tended for this department to Hsitbt L
Hajl*o»d. Agricultural Editor Oxford Ten
fertilizing qualities, as for several year*
ocrmt. Ftrlt. He.
It bas been my practice to gather liberal
quantities from the woodlot with as
for
much regularity as I have obtained my
Reasons
Crop Rotation.
Farmers understand the necessity ο t winter's stock of firewood from tbe
eame
source.
rotating crops if they would get the bes I
The chief use I bave made of them
results from their operations, but few
know just why they do it. It is oftei , has been as bedding for my pigs and
said that different crops require differ calves that are quartered on my horse
manure.
By daily distributing a fresb
ent elements to induce their growth, bul
supply about the pens the leaves and
this is somewhat misleading, for almos
all crops use the same elements. It ma] manure are thoroughly mixed together
be said, therefore, tr at the rerton for ro under the sharp hoofs of the animals by
tation, so far a·» fertility is concerned, ii their constant tramping, thereby prerather to supply some particular ele venting any material loss, either from
This element leaching or fermentation and producing
ment in large quantities.
is u^uilly nitrogen and the leguminou1 a home-made fertilizer hard to beat for
the production of bumper crops. The
crop is almost a'.way a part of the rota
more of the leaves that are decayed, or
tion, in fact, to supply nitrogen seems U
the better.
be the main purpose sought. Potasfc partially so when gathered,
Such 14 my program for the winter and
and phosphorus are commonly put oc
the land in the form of pure elements, spring.
For the late summer and fall, ferns,
commercial fertilizers, or manure from
weeds (cut before seeds mature) and
the stables.
found commonly
It is commonly considered that the leg- other green trash
umes
do not make demands on the growing in the waste places of our pasand
used in a similar
are
provided
plant food in the soil. Were this strict· tures,
For my stable gutters, howmanner.
iy true, crops of clover year after year
muck preferwould constantly improve the condition ever, I have found dried
not only
of the land. It is not true, however. able to leaves as an absorbent,
of its greater moisture holdLegumes add greatly to the nitrogen on account
also from the well
content but detract from the store of oth- ing capacity, but
manure
It is plain, known fact that the fermenting
er important elements.
left loosely in heaps needs the acid of
therefore, that they may not be grown
the muck to arrest the loss of its amevery year. Where a three or four year
a stable absorbent I have
rotation is practiced, the nitrogen gath- monia. As
also made considerable use of partly
ering crop plays au important part, as
with highly satisfactory
this element is the least abundant in the rotted turf, and
results. I am convinced that very little
manures usually applied in the farming
ammonia escapee with its use. It apoperations.
the best substitute for
In the usual rotations, such as corn, pears to make
where that material cannot be
oats and clover, on the dairy farm, the muck
users of nitrogen readily obtained.
tirst two are
14
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while the third gathers it and makes it
Hisbee
Ralph T. Parker available. Other elements are returued
c -,t D.
5pauldinj{ Bisbee
to the soil with the stable and barnyard
lu 1 y
manures.
To get tbe full value of the
rotation, at least part of the leguminous
Ε. \Υ.
crop should be plowed into the soil.
Thus the tirst cutting may properly be
made and cured for hay. Iustead of pasturing down the later crop, or cutting it
for seed, as is the common practice, it
of
WINDOWS
any ••bould be returned to tLe soil, otherwise
'.rn!eh D<">RSant
•>r Style *t reasonable prices.
tbe balance will not be maintained. Tbe
rotation should be plauned so tbat two
in
so
years out of three tbe crop wiil bring
Tbe third crop should be a soil
mouev.
UM of any MM of Finish for Inside 01
builder. Of course if the legume is fed
>ui
work, m&<> In your orders. Pine Luec
•ii the 4»,ifk nart of its value
izoes back
t*r a:
Entries oa nan 1 Cheap for Cash.
I to the soil.
Ια tbe rotation mentioned, one
and Job Work. >ats—is a shall w feeder, that is.crop—
tbe
roots gather food only from near the
Mau ne Pine Sheathing for Sale.
surface, it is evident that continual
cropping with oats, or wheat which
E. W.
feeds in the «ame manner, soon depletes
Maine
-t >ua»ner.
the surface soil. Corn is also a surface
feeder but it has some roots that extend
i here I3 *\o
deeper, hence part of its food is drawn
·'
from the stores farther down. Clover
ind^oitlun ar.il the ti. tr^-cd
draws the most of its food from still
^ ν ...oil always cocs v..ù i: t_a
farther down—six or eight feet—and its
inptly reù vtii f>y takib* a
nitrogen supply from the air. It also
brings up much phosphorus and ρ tash
Tabiet
from tbe subsoils, but it is for the nitro«
gen it leaves for tbe other crops that it
k.·after ·.·!; ait-ul. 27: a box.
is principally valuable.
Chaa. H. Howard Co.
Rotating tbe crops helps to some extent in tbe control of diseases aud insect
pests. Many diseases, peculiar to certain plants, remain in the soil year after
year where the same crop is grown continually. The same is true of insects.
weler and Graduate
Changing the crop starves both diseases
and insects. Insects migrate only to a
limited extent and diseases almost not at
all. It is piam, therefore, that crop rotation has a value in this direction. Δη
other reason for rotation is to control
Where a grain crop ie grown for
weeds.
several years in succession, many weed*
seed and are
are introduced with the
liable to become naturalized. Changing
the crop is about the on)y effective
MAINE.
means for getting rid of them.
All crops should be rotated and it remains with the individual farmer to decide what ones are best suited to his
condition and needs. There is really
but one fundamental requirement in ro'ations—grow a legume every third or
fourth year and return at least part of
the crop to the soil.—C. II. Chesley, in
ill not soon forget the benefits 1 dt.iv.
A
Hoard's Dairyman.
if use of Foley Kidney Piil»."—A1.
-y. Forest Grove, Oregon.
Largest Flock of Sheep.
much work and too little w->r*
have about the same (Si
Undoubtedly the biggest flock of
Trop
<->ns past middle ace.
*heep in New England its owned by W.
:■
"t the kidneys is necessary
Th«y act as a 111
B. Kendall of Bowdoiuham, Maine, the
Kith.
no
blood
pnis.
the
». ve from
manufacturer of the Sagadahoc fertilizmatter which If permitted
Ihe total flock, which includes live
er.
η in the system leads to mauj
breeds, now numbers betweeu 5»J0 aud
.nations.
m· r
·>ι·0 and over 4D0 lambs. Long Branch
y nervous, tired, run-down
in th ;
» men suffer from pains
farm, as his sheep ranch is called, is an
biadl<_r
and sides, dizzy spells,
interesting place to visit aud au in-piramuscles and s'.U'f
sore
:.· *s.
tion to sheep men who are always corind fail to realize that rhet:ma·
disof tlocks,
'liabetes or tven Bright's
iia;_y received by the mauager
may result.
K. L". <;itford, or the pioprietor himself,
that
ν
u have cause to believe
or
if he happens to be about the premises
kidneys are weak, disordered
Ihe tive pure breeds are Hampshire*
•ive you should act Immediately,
used
been
hare
Uorued Dorsets
y Kidney Pills
Cotswolds,
and old with Cheviots,
> uns. middle aged
ind Leicesters. Among the imported
act quick'ni'lete satisfaction. They
mimais in the lot is the Hampshire
1 surely and have given Itlkl
>4.
case» wt tea years' atandiae.
Down buck, Lonesome Lad, who was
Stevens,
South Parle. purchased in Ohio from H. C.
Λ h.. SUUKTLKtF Λ CO.,
who imported Lim to this country from
England, where he was the champion
prize wiuuer in the Koyal Show.
Both Mr. Kendal! and Manager Gifford,
I who is au expert caretaker, are much inI terested in the business and are conductMANUFACTURER OF AM) DEALEK IN
I log it on a businesslike basis. During the
Red Cedar and Spruce Clap- I winter the tlocks have been fed on
hay, corn aud vegetables, tons
boards, New Brunswick Cedar roughage
jf which were raised for the purpose.
Pine.
I I'leuty of fresh water is also kept before
Shingles, North Carolina
During the summer
them at all times
Sheathing,
and
Flooring
I months they are turned out in various
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board, I pastures and this season much wire
fencing was used for their protection
Apple Barrel Heads, and
I from dogs, from which they have had
trouble in the past.
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS I very little
Mr. (iifford, wlio has beeu a practical
I sheep raiser for years before coming to
I Long Branch farm, estimates that be
I can winter ten sheep at the same exI pense of one cow, and during the year
I they will pay an average net income
1 of one cent a day for the year. Mr.
Many I Kendall is very enthusiastic over the
τ. .ιί relieve your indigestion.
U5cd them I business and will increase bis flock as
I j»le in this town have
there
as possible to 1U00, believing
i·
ί we have yet to hoarof a c;.-e where I soon
for the
t!:e for- I is a good opportunity in Maine
l
y have failed. V.'e know
the
about
I business. "We hear much
i .'ja. Sold only by ω—2ûc a box.
I low price of wool," said he, "but even if
Cha·. H. Howard Co.
I I receive several cents less per pound for
I it some years it is no reason I should go
I out of businese the next. People seem
Eyes Examined for Glasses I to forget that the price of spring lambs
I is now about double what it was in the
I old days when wool was high. What·
I ever is received for the wool is extra and
I the heavier shearing sheep you have the
I greater is your profit."—New England
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It ie possible, though
without batter
I for a nation to get alongnot
survive with
I bat tbi· country conld
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FRIENDS AND RECEIVE MANY TOKENS

during

season

golden

of two civil war veterans and their estimable wives, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tucker in June, and Mr. and Mrs. F. L. WyA very interesting proman on Friday.
gram was presentel for the entertainment of the visitors:
Music by West Parts Grange choir

AuM Lang Syne
Rev. Π. \. Rill
Uranus Choir
Mrs. E. C. Perkins, Iowa
Mrs. White
Comrade Frank Brown
Austin Perkins, Iowa
Alice E. Harilen
Miss Georijle Rlsbee and read
by Mrs. Frank Davis
Mr. Churrblll. Mrs White
Mrs. G. W. RMIon
Dana Grover
Hon. E. C. Perkins
Mr. Wyman

Prayer an ! Remarks
Music

Poem
Son*
Remarks
Solo
5o!o
I'oern written
Duet
Poem

Solo

Remarks
Remarks
>ong
I ne

by

Choir

program

Wits

ναι;

lumcnuut,

wo

pecially the remarks by Comrade BrowD,
*ho spoke of Mr. Wyraan's faithful aer-

<

horses what they are to-day, are new
calling on us for horses—horses for service. The breeding of foundation stock
cannot go on uninterruptedly under conditions now existing in the European
countries. When conditions once again
resume their normal state we will be
called upon to furnish a great many
draft horses, both for breeding purposes
and to All the ranks of those now being
destroyed. The man who has been raising horses, and of the right kind, should
feel the assurance that the future for the
draft horse is bright indeed.—New England Uomestead.

Machinery.
nowadays should Dot try to
get along with old machinery, even
though it is not entirely worn out. Old
fashioned implements will require more
Use Best

Farmers

a

case

golden

Here, In thin quiet home of peace and plenty,
We come with songs of thankfulness and pralw
To help you celebrate your Gol len Wedding,
This mountain-top of life, tbls day of days.

pleasant occasion was the ob
of the fiftieth anniversary ol Not unto many mortals Is It given
For fifty years to travel side by side,
the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
The joys the sweeter for the dear communion,
L. Wyman of Woodstock on Friday,
The very sorrows blest and sanctified.
Oct. Sth, when the entire day was devot
ed to entertaining relatives and friends. Λ half a century of patient labor
llss made a garden of the monntaln sod;
The dinner guests were largely rela A half a
century so close to nature,
lives and intimate friend·, but invitations
Has drawn you closer unto nature's God.
National
were sent out to West Sumner
Oh' l*autlful the lives, that, filled completely
Relief Corps, G. A. R. Veterans, West
With sweet contentment, purity and truth,
Paris Grange, Willing Workers and the Have reached, with joy, life's golden-hued Octothe
between
call
to
ber,
in
general
public
And seen fulfilled the promises of youth.
hours of 1 and 5 P. M., and the large
to
company which took the opportunity
Not In the ways you once bad thought to follow,
Not by the streams Jou once had thought to
pay their respects to this venerable coaple
rest,
and
gave positive evideuce of the love
Bnt by a path whose every step was upward
Your God has led you—and He knows the best.
high esteem which this bride and groom
of fifty years had justly merited by their
West I bring you greethonorable and Christian lives. People From the fair, golden
ings—
of all ages were present from childhood
From Iowa's broad fields of waving corn;
to the gray-haired men aad women who From the wide sweep of Mississippi'# waters,
I come to greet your Golden W eddlng morn.
had reached the four score years mark.
West
R.
A.
G.
Poet,
of
And though the future years be few or many,
Representatives
And where«oe'er your faltering feet may roam,
Paris Grange, Franklin Grange, Campliro
I pray that God will have vou In His keeping,
GirM, Willing Workers, neighbors and
That
He, at last, will bring you safely borne.
friends all auxious to bring some token or
Kate Galfin Perkins.
this meexpression of congratulations on have
the
morable day which so few people
has
privilege to celebrate. Although it
Fifty years ago, they tell me,
You were united man and wife,
been the happy privilege of the people
Started out to earn a living
in
celebratiug
assist
to
of this vicinity
In this world of joy and strife.
weddings
the
the
A very

rice in the army where he received a
The
jullet wound through the lee.
linking of war songs by Austin Perkins,
voice
full
gentleman of S2 years, whose
β yet
unbroken, the poem of Mrs. E.
3. Perkins and the remarks of Hon. £.
Perkins who referred to the distance
hey had traveled to be present on the
occasion, and the wonderful
lappy
work wrought by Mr. Wyman in transforming the farm into a veritable fruit
The farm is justly named
rarden.
Pleasant Valley Fruit Farm. Mr. Wynan spoke moet appropriately of the
the day had
treat privilege which
wrought, and thanked the people for
heir presence and their presents. The
lappiness experienced in the fifty year*
le had resided on this farm where they
for
jegan their wedded life, and where
with all.
years he had lived in peace
ïfty
Boys' Sweet Corn Plots.
The one great sorrow which had come to
hem was in the death of their only
The boy» interested in growing sweet
corn for 1916 should prepare their onelaughter, Cora, wife of W. H. Lurvey,
two years
quarter acre plot this fall. The plot who passed to the higher life
should be located on an elevation to af- igo.
After the exercises a collation was
ford good air drainage, thereby preventassorted
! terved on the lawn consisting of
tne late and early frosts.
The soil should be well drained, pref
;akes, hot coffee and fruit. Each visitor
made by
erably sandy loam having a good sub was given a rose as a souvenir,
noil that does not allow too much leach- Vlrs. Wyman, which will be much prizing.
Barnyard manure should be ap- >d.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman were united in
plied at the rate of 3 to ô spreader or
at
dump cart loads to the plot and plowed carriage by Rev. Russell Andrews
and
under to a depth of 6 or 8 inches accord- he home of the bride's parents, Mr.
Both are naPerkins.
ing to the depth of the surface soil. Do Vlrs. Daniel
Mr.
Wyman
of Woodstock.
;ivee
not plow more than one-half inch deeper than the land was plowed before.
aught 30 schools in his early life. He
If there is danger of washing, furrows tnlieted in Co. F, 9th Maine Regiment,
should be plowed from a point in the ind served four years. Mrs. Wyman
middle of, and eight or ten feet above ivae also an excellent teacher having,
the upper end and extend down to aod
aught 15 terms. During the war Mrs.'
the solalong the sides of the plot. These fur- A'yman sewed on clothes for
in towards the Mers. After their marriage in 1S05 they
rows should be turned
live.
plot. Washing to any degree will* be lettled on the farm wheretothey nowCora,
them,
Two children were born
prevented by this means.
Fall plowed land will absorb more before mentioned, and Perley, who has
with his wife recently come home to asmoisture and will be in a better condi
tion for corn thau laud plowed in the list tho parents in their declining years.
spring. Manure applied in the fall and \ new bouse pretty and commodious
plowed in has a chance to decompose, las been built for him, also a new barn;
and
making the plant food available to the >ut the old bouse with its dear
reasured memories, still in excellent
crop. Manure applied in the spring is
Mr.
likely not to decompose very rapidly epair, remains the abiding place of
■*nd the corn crop would suffer from , knd Mrs. Wyman.
Mrs. Wyman looked the charming
lack of available plant food.
It should be always borne in mind that ittle lady and bride of fifty years, whom
land well prepared is half boed, that a ilie truly is, in her delicate gray silk
little extra time spent In plowing may with old lace and flowers, and around
mean a successful crop.
]pr shoulders she wore a beautiful white
If the instructions are not clear, please ihawl, and tied on also a tiny white
write immediately to the State Leader of ipron, the last work of the dear departBuys' Agricultural Clubs, Orono, Maine. ed daughter, which seemed to envelop
}er in a halo of love and blessing from
Future of Draft Horses.
ibove.
Will the automobile supplant the
Besides the Baptist church Mr. and
several
Mr». Wyman are members of West Parie
horse? A question of moment
years ago is now solving itself to the grange and Onward Rebekab Lodge,
dr. Wyman is a member of West Paris
satisfaction of all. Both seem to gain in
Nationuopularity and each has its place to fill. Lodge, I. O. 0. F., West Sumnerand
girl*
True, automobiles and auto trucks are il Relief Corps. Many boys
that who so greatly enjoy the Maybasket
now doing the work in many cases
the horse formerly did. But on the ■eaeon, will be Interested to know that
has
farm, in contract work, and "war," the luring the pa«t years Mrs. Wyman
horse has an important work to do. The nade about 14,000 baskets.
Among the relatives from away were
big drafter bas never gone begging.
Sever before has the future been bright- Hon. Eli Perkins of the State Senate of
of horse. The coun- [owa, and wife, and Austin Perkins of
er for this class
tries that have been furnishing us the [owa, L. S. Perkins of Auburn, Mr. and
stock, that have made our Vire. W. II. Pride and daughter of Nor-

breeding

Where bounteous fruits were gathered Id th<
tell.
sunshine fille the happy valley
Where
Like God's own benediction over all;

When the Civil War was raging
And the call for men had eome,
You bravely left your home
Your duty to perform.

Your life was spared in battle,
You returned home free from
Then you took your wife
And settled on this farm.

harm;

you've labored faithfully,
Working together, united as one;
Sharing together the ioys and sorrows
That In everyone's life will c me.
All these years

Fifty years you've lived together

In this home so dear to you;
sacred.
Every nook and spot Is fond
and
Filled with memories

true.J:

You bave labored late and early,
You have studied, you have planned;
Now you're reaping the reward
Of your labors rightly planned.
Your farm Is doubly bountiful,
For besides providing for you,
It supplies food and luxuries,
To many other homes too.

good wife with her talent·,
Willing hands and generous heart,
In the toll of life and struggle
Hub most surely done her part.

And the

Mavbaskets by the hundreds
Have been made by her and sold;
all the towns around,
Giving joy to young and old.
Your friends come to-day to greet you,
To congratulate you and yours;
For the years that have been spared you,
For the pleasures that are yours.

May the years that are before you
He as prosperous as the past;
Till at last you're safely gathered
In that home of peace and rest.

AND
SUIT COMEDY

II.—A CLOAK
[Copyright,
»·
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AWRUSS,

I don't like the
of Mengel Bros. &
Gunst," said Abe Potash to
hie partner, Morris Perlmutlooks

"Why

not?" Morris asked.
"Because I seen Ike Mengel in front
of the Blngler House this morning,
and I asked him how is business. He
smiles and says, 'Thank Gawd!' Then
be says he would like to duplicate on
them forty-twenty-twos and double up
on sixteens, seveuteens and eighteens."
"That's bad," Morris commented.
"I should say so," Abe added. "Why,
them forty-tweuty-twoe is stickers, as
you know, Mawruss. what trouble we
had to 6ell 'em, and if he gets rid of
that last order already so quick, Mawruss, he done it by auction houses.

f
Ain't it Γ
Morris nodded gloomily, and Abe
walked back to the office in the rear of
his commodious salesroom.
"Miss Cohen," he said to the bookkeeper, "you should please write to
Mengel Bros. & Gunst: 'Gentlemen,
we Inclose you statement of your account, which, as you are aware, is past

due, and we must say we are surprised we should not hear from you.
Please send us check at once, as we
pay our bills prompt on the day, and
we are obliged to you to do the same.
"
Yours truly.'

He wljied away a slight moisture
from his forehead, for when Abe dictated correspondence he emphasized
his words with appropriate gestures,
which. In the case of dunning letters
were apt to assume an especial vehemence.

"That ought to fetch 'em," he said,
and, carefully selecting a slightly damaged cigar from the Ε to J customers'

first and second credit box, he strode
into the salesroom puffing great clouds
of Indignant smoke.
Morris Perlmutter was making up
his line of sauiples for an impending

trip.

"Well, Abe. what are you going to
do about Mengel Bros. & Gunst?" he
asked.
"I wrote 'em a letter," Abe replied—
"a dirty letter."
"What
"A letter!" cried Morris.
good's a letter? Sue 'em, Abe. That's
all. We can't do
,»

Coffee

Raepbery Jelly
Cakes
Apples
Tea

An excellent cake made by Elsie Jackthat the
son, age 10 years, proved
younger generation will sustain the reputation of the older cousins for good

cookery.

Master Henry Swift Stone assisted in
entertaining the young members of the
party by taking them for short rides with

his pony, Queen.
As we saw the cousins greeting one
another, and so thoroughly enjoying tbe
entire day, it would seem that Mrs. Kate
Elolden had indeed expressed tbe sentiments of all in the following:
With hearts that are memory-laden,
With joy that's akin to pain,
We gaze In the faces of dear ones,
And meet their warm hand-clasp again.
Each year as wc come from our firesides,
By love's silken cord being led,
We bring greeting and lovo for the living,
And love and tears for the dead.

Oft the pathway of life Is o'er clouded,
And we journey 'midst fast falling tears,
But If courage ami hope cheer us onward,
Soou the bright bow of promise appears.
Though

the

years

as

they pass may have

robbed us
Of beauty and grace, yet, In truth,
It's little we care, while each heart holds
Tbe magical fountain of youth.

Then let's laugh and be merry together,
Throw sorrow and care far away,
lust rejoice and give thanks that we're
On this glad anniversary day.

wun

people.

anyway."

"Me sell 'em!"
Abe exclaimed.
"I'm surprised to
that
hear you.
you should talk
that way, Mawruss.
Ain't I always

living,

told

you.

Mawruss,
you
shouldn't sell 'em
no more poode Τ

From the first
I said It, 'Mengel Bros. &
ain't
Ounst
worth the wrapping paper to sell

Assorted

Raspberries

more

t h 1 e ν e β, Abe.
You had no business to sell 'em

Chicken
Baked Beans
White Bread
Brown Bread
Salade
Celery
Cucumber and Beet Pickles
Chill Saucc
Piccalilli
Plee
Lemon
Mince
Raspberry
Apple

Peaches

no

They're Just

At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benton
L. Swift, on Oct. Θ, the Stone cousins
enjoyed their eleventh annual reunion,
with sixty-five present, making it the
largest party tbey have ever bad.
Four cousins have been added to the
Family since the last reunion—Mrs. Earle
Stone, Mrs. Guy Monk, and Masters Arnold Stone and Lenwood Andrews.
Promptly at noon dinner was ready to
And the problem was, could so
serve.
much and so maDy kinds be eaten at one
dinner, but the "cousin appetite" solved
it. Menu:

Puddings

\

them

Stone Reunion.

Judge Peters
Doughnut*

Frank A. Munsey Co.]

The

Gkobgie Bisuee.

Letters were received from Mrs. Jane
Stone Davis, Sterling, Mass., Charles
Iloopor, Fall River, Mass., and Mrs. Imo
Stone, Dorchester, Mass.
way.
Those present were:
Tiiaf Mr and Mrs. Wvman were genMr. and Mrs. R. L. Swift.
m>uely remembered is evident by the
received
Mr. and Mrs. Lather Monk, North Brldgton.
arge amount of gifts. They
Mr. aod Mrs. Guy Monk, North Brldgton.
about $45 in gold, and $25 in money and
Mr. and Mra. Lewie Monk, South I'arla.
other
gifts.
:hecks. Also numerous
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Stone and ton Merton,
Hebron.
Among the gifts were the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stone and Bons Erswell
and Arnold, Hebron.
Jardiniere, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Stone, Waltham, Mass.
Milk set, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Andrews, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Leonard Stone, Dan vers,
anil Mrs. Roy Titus.
Gold ladle, L. B. Carter.
Maes.
Chocolate set, Frank K. Andrews, Mrs.Martha
Henry L. Stone, Parle.
Miss Blanche Stetson, Parle.
Barrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Stone and children Vera
Fruit knives, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Rldlon.
Gold headed cane, B.C. Perkins, A. W. Per- and Henry S., West Parle.
Mrs. H. P. Hammond and eon Roy, Pari·.
kins, L. S. Perkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. F. Shaw and children RayTrav clothe, Win. C. Hlchmond.
mond and Klolee, South Parle.
Towels, Helen Sawyer.
Lunch cloth, Mrs. Adella Curtis.
Will S. Jackson, West Parle.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jackson and eon Hooper,
Picture, Prof. Yeaton, Auburn.
West Parle.
Picture, Will Perkins, Boston.
Mre. Fred Jackeon and daughter Elele, South
Flowers from filomls.
Parle.
#15.00 In gold, Went Parle Grange.
Mr. and M re. Ralph LaRose, Lewleton.
Vane, Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Wyman.
Mr.and Mre. G. A. Jackson and children AlTray cloth, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Bryant.
Five dollars In gold, Mr. and Mr*. G. A. Smith. bert and Eva, West Parle.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Andrewe and eons Stan3 gold pieces, #2.50 each, Leroy F. Perkins,
Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pride and daugh- ley and Lenwood, Weet Parle.
Norwar.
Mr. and Mrs. Κ red Scrlbner, West Parle.
ter,
Mrs. Leila Black, Norway.
$2.80 gold piece, Misa llattle Hooper, DorchesMre. Kate Holden and grandeon Merton,
ter, Maes.
Weet Psrle*
Five dollars In gold, West Paris frlenda.
Mr. and Mre. Wlllard Bryant, West Parle.
$2.50 In gold, Mr. aud Mrs. Carroll Hooper,
Mr. and Mrs. Amma Emery and children,
Dorchester.
Hanno
Mrs.
Keith and Madeline, Weet Parle.
Five dollars In gold, Mr. and
Mr. and Mre. Rueeell Swift and children,
Cushman.
Marval and Dorothea. Weet Parts.
Money, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Berry.
Krank 8. Dudley, West Paris.
#5.00 from a friend.
Fred 8turtevant, Hebron.
Money, Willing Workers.
Mr. Clark, Brldgton.
Pin cushion, Mr. and Mts. Henry Perkins.
Water set, Will Andrews, Mrs. Mary Andrews.

By MONTAGUE GLASS

western

Supplying

no millionaires, believe
me, but they are good bright boys—too
bright for you, Mawruss. Ike Mengel
ain't never done nobody for a cent
That ain't saying nothing about a thousand dollars. As for Unterberg being
afraid, he needn't be, Mawruss—he
needn't be α bit afraid that he'll ever
Bee the color of their money. No, elree,
Mawruss, if any one says Mengel Bros.
& Gunst to me, Mawruss, I hear α
noise like a i>etltlon in bankruptcy."
"But the way I understand It" said
Perlmutter, "you gave 'em a good send
off.
Unterberc thinks It's a recommendation. that Mengel Bros. & Gunst
is good for u thousand."
"Does he?" Abe retorted. "All right
let blm think so and ship 'em the order at once. We may be suckers. Mawruss, but you know what the fellow
Suckers likes
Mawruss.
once said,
company, nnd don't you forget it"
For ten minutes Abe smoked In si-

and Others

Here, where the orchards blossomed In tb<
springtime,

servaoce

Farm manure is, and always has been,
the main source of organic matter in all
kinds of live stock farming. It is a fac",
however, known positively by good authorities, though not generally by farmers themselves, that two thirds of the organic matter consumed by animals in
live stock farming is destroyed in the
process of digestion, and of the part remaining much is commonly lost through
fermentation.
Consequently, the inadequacy of tbe
manure supply derived directly from
farm animais alone as a source of organic matter is plainly evident—even when
reinforced by Ihe large purchase of highpriced concentrated feeds. Additional
ways and means must be found for
keeping up the supply of humus—the
mo*t valuable and necessary of all tbe
constituents of our soils. These ways
and means, as a rule, may be found and
utilized as illustrated in the foregoing
«tatements. This can be done by every
resourceful farmer right on his own
farm.—Cor. New England Homeetead.

AND

_

Wyraar

WOODSTOCK COUPLE AT HOME TO THEII

plied.

came

price.

L.

Observe Golden Wedding.

BUILDER
Too much emphasis cannot be laid on
the necessity of farmers constantly making large additions of organic matter to
their soils for the maintenance of permanent soil fertilitv, not only on account of
i s direct fertilizing value in providing
*he most costly element, nitrogen, bat
because by it alone can tbe supply of
bumu* be maintained. It gives life to
the soil through its own decomposition,
by setting free acids that unlock fr< m
their compounds essential plant food
••lements like potassium, with wbicb
most normal soils are abundantly sup-

in It.

Organs

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman

VIA!

U

V.

w.

A-'.

■I wrote 'em a letPment for $2.
tor,- Abe repliedCohen
Mies
"■ dirty Utter."
should be a witness that If I say It once I say It a
hundred times, 'For a merchant to
du buslne&s with Mengel Drus. &
Gunst Is like taking your life In your
hands.' Dun't I know Iko Mengel from
old times yet when he was with Krle-

^

A bad egg, Mawruss—a
ger Bros.?
loafer and a gambler. Ills father before him"—
Here the cunversatluu was Interrupted by the entrance of I'hlilp Unterberg,
a friendly competitor of Potash & Perlmutter In the cluuk and suit trade.
"Good morning, Mr. Unterberg," Abe
He shook hands warmly
bruke off.
"I know what
with the newcomer.
you want before you open your mouth.
Mawruss, tell Henry to bring over
them forty-twenty-twos. That's a popular line, Mr. Unterberg, and I don't
wonder you can't make 'em up quick
enough.
They're In big demand for
the out of town trade, ain't it, Mawrues, and we're always glad to help

neighbors."
Mr. Unterberg's breath, which had

out our

been taken away by Abe's sudden on
elaught, came ba<*k at this Juncture,
and he made haste to disclaim the Imputed reason for his visit
"I don't know the numbere of your
stock," he said, "but If you mean them
striped tourist coats, our factory ain't
exactly working nltrht and day on 'em,
y' understand. The fact Is," he concluded, "I ain't come to buy goods at

;

myself."

found no pleasure in the operation.
"ΠΊο, Ike." Abe said, "what are you
doing? Figuring up your overdue accounts? I think I see ours there. Fire
hundred and thirty-two forty-flve, ain't

ly

ing

neighbor

use

dish, lire. John Curtis.

left by host
Altogether nothing
aud hostess, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lurvey
and Mr. and Mr·. P. M. Wyman who a·
sisted In receiving, to make the day
pleasant and happy for all, and although
the day was somewhat rainy and dull
with clouds and a bit of sunshine sugcomgestive of life'· journey, yet as the their
In
pany left the venerable oouple
sun
shone
brightly
valley home, the
around them on the old hills of Woodof
the
sunlight which
stock, suggestive
awaits them among the eternal hills of
God.
was

owns

record break- !

I

'
!

"Why not?" Morris murmured.
"A fine chance," Abe retorted bit-

terly.

slxteens, seventeen® and
Morris went on calmly) I
"also them old princess styles and one
"And

all

eighteens."

gross style forty-one-twenty-five."
Abe's lower Juw dropped.
"You struck It Kood, Mawrues, what?"
he said.
For nnswer Morris spread out to his
partner's astonished Kuze a thousand

dollar order.
"Mr. Flshblatt himself gave It tt
me," Morris said.
Abe took the paper and read It ovet
twice; then he went to the customers'
Β to J tirst and second credit box and
lit himself η tine cigar. For ten minutes he blew reflective rings at the
patent sprinkler and dually gave voice
to

bis thoughts.
he

said, "the Boston
Store done always a good business,
ain't It?"
"Yes," Morris replied.
"And Kugcl & FlshMatt is two pret"Mawrues,"

|

ty good smart boys, ain't It?"
"Sure."

"And always pays prompt, ain't It?"
"That's right," said Morris.
"Then why is it they never buj
nothing but seconds from us in two
and three hundred dollar orders, and

today they Jumi>ed us to a thousand?
It looks suspicious anyhow, ain't It?"

Then It was that Morris told of his
encounter with Unterberg.
"Abe, I give you my word," he said,
"he abused me like a pickpocket. He

ship 'em a thousand dollars. Abe? Are
they prompt pay?' I say, 'Well, Mr.
t"nterl>erg. I'd like to have a little time
I got so many
to look at my books.
customers. Mr. l'nterberg, I can't tell
you exactly how each of them is prompt

The Plret Sleeping Car.
The- first real slevping car wag built
In 19C4. It wu called the Pioneer, and
the builder further designated tt bj the
letter "A,M not dreaming that he would
Boon exhaust the letters of the alphabet. The Pieneer coet the almoet fabolous sum of $18,000. That was reck·
tees extravagance In a year when the
beet of rallied coaches could be built
at a cost not exceeding $4,000. But the
Pioneer was blazing a new path in lux·
ury. Without it was radiant In paint
and varnish. In gay stripes aid lettering. It was a giant compared with tts
fellows, for it was a foot wider and
two and a half higher than any car
It had the hinged
ever built before.
bertha that are the distinctive feature
of the American sleeping car today,
and the porter and the passengers no
longer bad to drag the bedding from
closets at the far end of the car.—Ex·

change.

Can You Qo Straight?
The above question Is not intended
to be personal. We are quite sure that

you ire a good, steady going cltlien;
but, all the same, we are equally sure
that you cannot walk straight without
the help of your eyes. Naturally your
tendency is to walk in a circle, and
you would do this if your eye· were
not constantly correcting tbe tendency.
You may easily test this. Place two
stakes in your garden about eight feet

apart, take up α position some sixty
feet away, get some one to blindfold
you and then try to walk between the
You will find that you
two stakes.
ore going In α circle.
Why? The explanation is very elm·
pie. You walk faster with one foot
than with the other. Everybody doee
One leg always takes a longer stride,
with tbe result that you naturally
walk more to one side than the other.
Men who bave been lost in the Australian bush bave marked tbe treee

says I'm always stetling his best cus- they passed and found that tbey again
lie just sold Vin u big bill and again returned to their starting tree
tomers.
^his very morning, and you know. Abe, after describing α complete circle.—
Kugel & Flshblatt was at all shaky Dundee Advertiser.
But if you come around toor not.
Unterberg ain't looking for no
Philip
I
let
then
T'nterbunr.
Mr.
morrow.
you
Fie gets it good
from them.
orders
I
am.
of
man
kind
know.' That's the
Unique BiDie vn«r»cw.
from Mengel Bros.
Ike: I to!! 'em straight what I think. last week already
One of the few men In the Blbi#
more
no
ain't
and
he
taking
Now. supi>osing you give me a check & Ounst,
who have nothing recorded against
rlirht away for .$Γ»32.4δ, and supposing. chances, ain't it?"
them is Joseph of Arlmathea. Every
aw re"You're right, Mawruse,'
Γ h fer ben: asks me tomorrow what I |
one of the evangelists has a good word
advise I can say. from the heart. Ike. piled. "Philip Unterberg nln't going to to say for Joseph. One say· he "vu
'Mr. l'uterbi-rii. Menuel Bros. & (îunst got bitten twice. If Philip Unterberg an honora Me counselor," another that
always pays us in ct>od season.' can eell 'em, I guese we can, too; wtutl be "was a just man," another that be
Ain't it?"
was "a rich man," another that he was
V'y don't you say somedlnge?"
it.μλ... λ1
»*
<*t iimfmiiiil Hmnorht !
"Sure," Munie agreed.
Only one of the
a "secret disciple"
f«»r η moment or two and then rose
Inside of ten day8 the Boston Store,
evangelists speaks of the birth of
Kugel & Fishlilutt, proprietors, receiv- Christ, but all four of them erect ·
slowly to his foot.
"Miss Levison," ho said to h!s boob- ed tlie last shipment of tho Potash & monument to Joseph of Artmathsa.
keeper, "make Potash & Torlmutter a | Perhnutter order.
When be became a disciple we are not
check for five-twenty-two forty-five."
One morning, six weeks later, Abe told. Dr. Andrew Bonar of Scotland
"Flve-thlrty-two forty-five," Alie cor- : Potasb came down e.irly, and proceed- says be can just Imagine that Nlcorected firmly.
ed at once to open the ΰπη'β malL demus may have been moved by Jo"Excuse mo," said Mengel. lie wav- Flrst be sbuilled tbe envelopes over,
seph of Arlmathea to believe in Christ
ed an additional apology with his but on none of them could be see tbe At all events, Nlcodemus didn't come
grimy, fat hand. "You are right."
trademark of Kugel & Plshblatt By out ver>' boldly himself, lie didn't get
!
Abo t"i>k the check with a smile that tbe time bis
partner arrived he had his dlscipleshlp out very clear. They
k
bin·
short
his
completely engulfed
opened every letter. Not one envelope were both members of the sanbedrln,
mustache between his nose and his contained the Information that bo de- but it is evident that none knew that
sired.
chin.
was a secret disciple until a
«

if

!
j

[

Joseph

"Mawruse," be said, "why ain't we certain nlgliL—Christian Herald.
ha*e a good memory."
got no check from Kugel & Flsbblatt
"That depends It who owes the mon- yet? Their account Is two weeks overWho Discovered the Ksngsroof
ey," Mengel replied sadly, and Abe due."
W. B. Alexander of the Western Ausleft hurriedly to certify the chock be"You must have ulwovs something tralian museum at Perth, W. Α., has
fore returning to his office.
to
worry
about," Morris replied. recently corrected a popular mistake
III.
"They're all right I wen Philip Unter- In the history of natural history. Tbe
Here it Is pertinent to record two berg this m> Tiling. He don't look wor- discover)* of the kangaroo family Is
facte In their chronological order. On ried. Why, he smiled at me nnd shook generally credited to Sir Joseph Banks
the 15th Philip Unterberg shipped his : hands like we was lodge, brothers."
and ls supposed to have occurred durgoods, and on the 30th Mengel Bros. & 1 "I know," Abe said. "That's all ing Cuptaln Cook's first voyage in 1ΤΠΧ
right, too; but Just tbe same I like to This date. It appears, ls nearly 100
Gunst were thrown into Involuntary
bankruptcy. It Is unnecessary, bow- see a check from tnorn people. I ain't years too late. When the Dutch East
about that account. Maw- India company's ship, the Batavia, unever, to pursue that Interesting pro- feeling good
der command of Captain Pelsart, was
ceeding through all Its stages, which rues. I'm feeling rotten."
Morris said nothing, but busied him- wrecked 011 the Abrolhos islands In
culminated in α composition of ll) cents
cash and 15 cents promissory notes at self ubout the etock. lie was engaged
1629 the survivors encountered among
eight, ten and twelve months respec- in bullying the shipping clerk, when a other strange tilings tbe Dama wallashriek, half rage, half despair, came by, the tint member of the kangaroo
tively.
Ten days after the continuation ot from the office. Morris took the hiter- family known to Europeans. Captain
the composition Morris Per lin utter, venlng fifty feet In six Jumps, and
Pelsurt descrll>ed It us a species of cat
laden with a sample case and followed found Al>e seated In his revolving chair about the *lze of a hare, noted Its remarkable hind legs and described la
by α small boy similarly bunk-nod, brandishing the Dally Trade lteglster.
"What's the matter?" Morris asked, considerable detail the abdominal poocb
passed into the salesmen's entrance ol
the Boston Store, Kugel & Fishblatt, but the unfortunate Potash wits too for t he young and the use of it
lie encountered l'hlllp busy fighting off an Imminent fit of
proprietors.
Unterberg on hid way out
apoplexy to reply. Instead he pointed
An Ancient English Inn.
"Good morning, Mr. Unterberg," a trembling forefinger at a black headAmong the bins that put forward a
Morris said pleasantly.
line on the front page of the paper:
claim to antiquity place must be found
Philip Unterberg stopped short and Βία DRY GOODS FAILURE—BOSTON for "Ye Old King James and Ye Tinkfiled Morris with a terrible glare.
STORK SUSPENDS.
er." which still "carries on" Its busisldo
"You see, Ike," he said. "It pays to

Then be turned his face to one
and spat out on the ground, "T'phooee,"
even as did Shlmel of old.
Morris dropi>ed his sample case and
clutched Unterberg by the elbow.
"What's the matter, Mr. Unterberg?"
he usked. "Have we done you some-

thing?"

Unterberg

choked

and

at

length

found speech.
"Done me something? A question!"
he gasped. He waved his hands lmpotently. "Walt," he shouted—"wait;
I fix him yet, that—that scoundrelAbe Potash!"
"Mr. Unterberg, one moment," Mor-

ris protested.
"And you, too," Unterberg went on—
"you too. You try to steal my trade.
with

your

sam-

ples and yout
Impudence and
take away my
best customers."
an
it
"Ain't

open market?'
Morris asked
Unterbcrg
but
brooked no In
Be
terruptlon.
sides, be had

Just conceived
happy idea.

a

"Yee," he con·
t i η u e d, "you
to
here
come
Kugel & Fish
blatt, one of my
best and oldest
customers; al
ways buy of me
a
big bill ol

Gunst Is all right, y'
naturally when a man
with
comparatively

thou
a
goods
sand, two thou
—

he"—

"Ain't it an open
market f

eauu;

LKiiiKui

»

thousund of mu
this
morning
and ulways prompt pay. And you trj
to take 'em away under my very nose.'"
"Mr. Unterl>erg, do me the favor,*
Morris commenced again conclllatlngly
He renewed his clutch on Unterberg's
elbow, but the latter shook hlmseli

aires nor nothing like that, are good
bright boys. Ike Mengel—I know h!m free and strode angrily away. Morris
twenty years already—ain't nqver done gazod after him, shrugged once o>
nobody for a cent, so far what I hear, twice and, remimlng hie sample case
and I consider 'em that whatever you continued toward the buyers' office,
sell 'em you needn't be afraid."
with his assistant close at his heels
"I'm much obliged to you," Unter- Mr. Flshblatt greeted him In person.
"Ah, Mr. Ferlmutter," he said, exberg declared, beaming. "Of course I
ain't scared nor nothing, but so long tending a large patronizing hand, "glad
as I was passing by I thought I'd Just
to see you, even though I'm afraid 1 !
drop in and ask your advice what you can't do much business with you to·
think in the matter."
day. We're somewhat overstocked In
"You're welcome," Abe replied, and our cloak department"
Mr. Unterberg, with a nod to Morris,
"Mr. Flshblatt, don't nay that!" Mor· [
"A busy concern like thli
left the store.
rls cried.
Morris, who bad stood transfixed ain't never overstocked. Walt, nowL
during the latter part of the conver- Just a moment, and I'll show you oui
should
thing,
it.
do
not
sation,
should
gazed at his partner in nient style forty-twenty-two, especially 10
why yon
Here, in the mellow glow of mild October,
If you think yon are not getting all astohishment
sites sixteen, seventeen and eighteen."
Before the wind of gray November chills
j
at
mad
neighbor'·
crlm
your
When you get
And turns to brown the leaves all gold and
yon earn, you will not get more by try"Dat ain't no lie, either, what I tell
Flshblatt leisurely examined
Mr.
vouri are not makwhether
son
see
to earn les·.—Dallas New·,
ohlckens,
Bros.
"Meggol
In beauty the New England hills, ing
Abe
Un·.
I
clothe
apologized.
That
w&a Honrto de·
felm,"
mad.
ftrtnattafr
some
The Maine Central Railroad, wbiob
the Samoset, the summer hotel at
Rockland Breakwater, Is planning to increase its size within the next two years.
This is one o( the few hotels on the
Maine coast which had a really prosperous season, and it is said tbat it would
have been embarrassed (or accommodations but for a obain of circumstance*
tbat placed a damper on all summer hotel business in the state. Tbe sinking
of tbe steamship Lusltanla, which was
thought at tbe time to Indicate a strong
probability of war with Germany, led to
the Immediate cancellation of bookings
tbat respresented thousands of dollars.
Tbe management believes that next season will be tbe best in the history of the
Below are two of the poems read on
Rockland Breakwater.
the occasion:
Chi

a

ty-twenty-twos."

It?"
"Is it?" said Ike! "You got a jrood
memory, Abe."
"I pot α good memory and good judgment too, Ike. When a merchant like
Fhilip L'nterberg says to me, as he did
say to me today, 'What do you think
Shall I
of Mengel Bros. & Gunst?

"No?" Abe commented coldly.
"I come." he said In a burst of confidence, "to ask you a friendly advice."
"Anything what me and Mawruss
can do," said Abe, "you can depend
bn us."
"Well," Mr. Unterberg went on, "the
fact Is, we got an order this morning
from Mengel Bros. & Gunst—not a big
order, y' understand, but only a thousand dollaxs. Now, I know It that

"Sure," Abe broke In, "I don't blame
you a bit Of course I don't want you
to tell this all around."
"Sure not," Unterberg protested.
"But Mengel Bros. '& Gunst," Abe
continues, with a wicked gleam in hid
eye, "while they ain't exactly million-

procured

|
ly aa bis partner re-entered the store,1
i
"I suppose you got rid of all them for·

il

Ike Mengel, the senior member of
the firm of Mengel Bros. & Gunst was
adding up figures on the back of an
envelope as Abe came In, and apparent-

he had

lng order. It had been obtained on!}
after much protest from Mr. Fish
blait and a great deal of anxious per·
suasion by Morris, so that he felt just
ly proud of his achievement.
"Well, Mawruse," Abe said Ironical

lence, and then he rose and re-entered
the office.
"Miss Cohen," ho said to the bookkeeper, "don't you send that letter. I'll
go up and see Menjrel Bros. & Gunst

all."

Mengel Bros. &
understand, but
business
floes
«trangers, why,

parted

A Gunst ain't

Potash, Perlmotter

A GOLDEN WEDDING AND AN ANNUAL FAMILY
PARTY AMONG LOCAL EVENTS.

lil'Ml'S AS A SOIL

nothing
hired labor, and in such
is saved, and almost always more money
of
if
a
is spent than
improved machinery
A
lots of the
I rejoicing, and not sorrow, with me. I were used. This is where
witcb
on
grass profits elip away. It is not necessary to
I ,'et my best gardens
on the marI patches. I never dig out any witcb buy every new implement
to do the work right
I {rase root·, but simply cut off every ket, but have enough
without %nd profitably. One sbonld know just
i jreen blade every other day
ahead and buy
I fail. In three weeks' time the grass Is what is needed, then go
of it. Implements that
Ι «II dead, and the rotting root· supply it and take care
will not do the
I humus for a glorious garden. This i« were good years ago
nor as
I no fad. It was taught me by a skillful work as it should be done now,
success
I old farmer in Maine. The more witcb cheaply. To attain the highest
and
I 4rass in the patch the better, only fin- one mast manufacture as cheaply
or better
I {ere must come into play to pull ofl put on the market as good as
cheap
that escapee the hoe. goods than his competitors, at
Second hand Pianos and Organ; II every green blade
business.
I Fail not to do it every other day. Il a price, or give up the
Two squar< rake· surprisingly little time after the
for sale at a bargain.
/ II tirst two cleanings, and vegetables raised
The bog bas a well-established place
pianos I will sell at low
treated in the farm economy. Formerly kept
>n a witch grass patch, thus
11
wil
I
lot of second hand organs that
scavenger, he now
I jaonot be •urpaaeed.—Cor. Hoard'» mainly as a sort of with
the best assets
in
an<
vies
in
importance
Come
sell at any old price.
11 Dairyman.
of the farm. The man who takes bog
see them.
is always a winner.
How many time· do we say, "If J raising seriously
what this cow I· doing, 1
I
knew
just
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs
bei
With fancy bacon retailing for forty
I would know, thru, whether to keep anc
oenta a pound, it ia clear that the hog
Instruction Books, Player
Ί >r not." But we keep on guessing fiod
as a mortgage11 take no steps to find out. And yet, do bae not lost his ability
nos
in stock at
I log out is the smartest thing we can else lifter.
that are right.
I There i· no sense in doing anything
When there is no reason why you
I Let's do It.
that ia one reason
do a

May be Something
patch of quack grass is

pia
pricei

Two Recent Anniversaries

Leaves for Bedding Alike Humus.
In The Homestead July 18 I note
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Kugel & Ftoliblatt. Proprietors, File Petition In Uankruptcy.
IV.
notable gathering of
Jobbers and wholesalers at tbe first
meeting of the Boston Store's creditors
Abe
which occurred a month later.
and Morris were both there, and they
vainly scanned the faces of the assembled host for the features of l'hlllp
There

was

Unterberg.

u

They

also

made careful

exandnatlon of the schedules of Indebtedness, but nowhere could they
find the name I'nterberg.
"Ain't Philip Unterberg In It with
the rest of us?" Abe Inquired In trembling tones of Louis Marcus, a fellow

creditor, who was standing near by.
"Why, no," said Marcus. "I seen
him yesterday, and he told me that the
last time be was In Kugel & Fishblatt's he collected a hundred dollar
bill that was three weeks overdue. Ile
said he met Morris going In and wanted to give him warning, but he forgot
about It. He says, too, that I should
tell you fu>iu him that Kugel & Flsb-

blatt Is two good, bright toys, only
they ain't exactly millionaires. But so
fur what Unterberg bears, they ain't
to
never done nolnnly for a cent up
now.
Unterberg also says that I
should

tell

you

from

him

that

any

goods what you might of sold Kugel

&

Fishblatt you shouldn't

for, because It won't l>e

no

be afraid
use."

Turner and His Pictures.
"The glory of Turner," writes E. W.
Chubb in α study of this eccentric faof Great
mous artist lu "Sketches
Painters," "lies not In the details of
art
his life, but In the beauty of his
Personally, I shall never forget the
shock of charmed surprise I experienced when first I entered a large room
filled with the glorious coloring of Turan
ner's landscapes. His pictures have

individuality that Is never forgotten.
But little knowledge of art is needed

done
to recognize a Turner or a picture
In Turner's style. lie belongs to the
few who have the force of personality
which bursts the bonds of convention,
said of
lie Is α pioneer. What Dryden
Shakespeare may be said of Turner,
'He needed not the spectacles of books
to read naturo.' With sketch book in
hand he trudged over Europe, absorbing beauty and sublimity wherever
beauty and sublimity could be found.
This man, so mean and sordid and un-

White Webb's Lane, near WalIt claims to have been
tham Cross.
established well over a thousand years
ago and came by its present unique title through King James 1. visiting It
during u royal hunt in Enfield Chose
and meeting with a tinker Imbibing his
modest cup of malt who desired to see
α king, ills majesty promised bis wish
should be granted and took him on his
ness at

horse to where his nobles were assem-

bled, throwing off his Incognito at tbe
projer dramatic moment, to the great
confusion of the tinker, whose embarrassment was salved by a knighthood
and commemorated In a ballad.—Lon-

don Chronicle.

W· 8hould Not Worry.
would kill α horse," uyi
Mrs Clarn 7U Moore, health expert
"There le no sickness more lnsldiooa,
do drug more |>oisonous. than the continu lhI efforts of worry.
"Proper physical exercise will remove the worry and the tired out condlttcn that causes It A sick body often produce a sick mliid, and the opposite Is also true that a sick mind

"Worry

sick body.
"The moral is. 'If you do not want to
be dick do not worry.' "—Chautauqua

cauuee a

News.

Drunken Elephant*.
Tlte fruit of the umgann tree of
8ou'-h Africa yields a strong Intoxicating drink. Elephants are said to be

very fond of It becoming quite tlpay.
antica,
about,
playing
staggering
screaming so as to be heard for a mil·
and sometlmee having tremendous and
sometimes fatal fights.
Want Unnotioed.
"What is your opinion of Boetonf*
"I was agreeably surprised on my
first visit to that town."
"Yes?"
"Just for an experiment I split an infinitive. but there was nothing Ilk· a

riot

precipitated."—Birmingham Age-

Herald.

Cross of 8t Andrew.

Baaaia's cross of Bt Andrew baa a
remarkable peculiarity attaching to It
All who are decorated with It have the
rlgbt once to demand a pardon for a
Busslan subject condemned to death.
Drubtful Praia·.
Mr. Lowbrow—Don't yon think Mka
Bwoetthlng la a very attractive young
woman?

M las Highbrow—Oh,
couth, at least so regarded by a con'
ventional society, must have had an lnd<?ed, exactly like the
Inner nature marvelously beautiful and ity—weighing nothing
magnanimous and imaginative, for attracting everything

She la,
very.
center of gravin haraalf and
to hat.—Bleb-

how else could he have seen the beau- mond Tlmes-Dlspatch.
tiful and sublime? The world with- !
! For all the disorders of the
out is but the reflection of the world
tongo·
within."
the remedy moat begin In the heart

Bethel.
West ParU.
wife
W.
C. Curtis Attended
lira.
end
Rev.
The death of Mary Anna Kinsley,
of Albion L. Tubba, it her home in Seff- the Congregational Association at Oxwill
on Tuesday, brings sorrow ford Tuesday and Wednesday, and
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ner, Florid»,
to
to many friends in her native state. Mrs. go to New Haven, Conn., next week,
Tnbbs *u the daughter of Welcome and attend the National Council.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
born
Misa Lanra Bell, who baa been vialting
Lacy (Hathaway) Kinsley, and was came
in Bethel, returned to her home In Millie,
in Woodstock, bat in childhood
Pari· HUL
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
rewith ber family to the pretty farm in Maes., Friday. Misa Ball formerly
Πτβ» Baptlrt Church, Re*. Θ. W. F. HUl.pasone-half sided In Bethel, and waa organist et the
and
one
about
h.
a.
10:43
Greenwood,
at
tor.
Preaching èrery Sunday
service miles from West Paris, which has always Congregational cboroh for thirty year·.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening
at
Laat Sunday afternoon end evening abe
at 7 Λ».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening
been known as the Kinsley farm.
South Paris, Maine, October 19, 1915 7 3D. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
in the church
AU
After the death of her parents and Have a abort organ recital
P. M.
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30
wbo were
Invited.
brother, the late George W. Kinsley, she for tbe pleasure of ber frlenda, more.
not otherwise connected are cordially
to ber once
was united in marriage with Mr. Tubbs, delighted to listen
well
Alfred M. Daniels ia recovering
Tbe lovely days of tbe paat week have
and they still resided on the farm until
AT WOOD & FORBES. from
bia recent operation for appendi- about eight years ago they sold and pur- been Improved by tbe lovera of nature.
gilitort and Proprttiort.
Last Wednesday evening the Men's
citis.
chased a home at South Paris on HighMrs. Hubbard has been having a pain- land Avenue, but later sold and pur- Club of Bethel held ite first meeting of
Forbes.
E.
A.
of ber
UEOKGt M atwuod.
ful time from an injury to one
and stock of goods, and the season at Bethel Inn and tbe followa
her chased building
limbs. She has been confined to
Mr. Tubbs ran a general store nntil last ing officers were elected :
bed several days.
when he sold and Mr. and Mrs.
President—E. C. Park.
Γεκμη
#1Λ) a year If paid strictly In advance
from out of fall,
4 ce η ta
Among those who came
Vice PreelUent»—Β. B. Tlbbette, J. G. Gebin company with other members
Otherwise #J.0u a year. Single copiée
Tubbs,
Fanof Mine
funeral
the
Florida.
attend
to
to
towu
moved
ring.
the Tubbs family
of
Ali legal advertisements
ADViurrisnuuiTS :
R.
Mrs. J.
Secretary—F. B. Merrill.
Insertions for fl.S' nie A. Hammond were
are given three consecutive
Mrs. Tubbs was never strong, and the
Treasurer—Fred A. Tlbbette.
of column. Special con
and Misa Agnes Brown of Wilillness and sufBrinckle
of
one
been
per Inch In length
has
Executive Committee—W. J. Upson, N. R.
and yearly
W. Ham- past year
tract» ina-le with local, transient
that Springer, F. E. Hanecora.
mington, Delaware, Arthur
fering, end although everything
advertisers.
EverMrs.
and
Mr.
of Milton, Vt.,
haraan power could do was done that Rev. W. C. Curtis read an interesting
electric mond
!oh flIÎIIH —New tyi«, r**t presse»,
of Kennebunk, and Eugene she
workmen and low prices dell Curtis
might at least regain strength to paper.
power, experience·!
busiPortland.
our
of
of
all to
Hammond
A goodly number of our people have
combine to make this <te|>artment
"again visit her native state, it was
Miss Ella M. Clark is the guest of Dr. no avail.
ness compete and popular.
been to Berlin to attend tbe "Birth of a
Miss
and Mrs. Charles L. Aldricb.
Besides her husband she leaves do rel- Nation," which la attracting so much atClark has spent the past summer in atives nearer than cousins, some of tention at the present time.
Coming Events.
Massachusetts and goes to New Jersey whom are the sons and daughters of the
Postmaster G. L. Thurston la taking
for the winter.
late Ex-governor Perham—Mrs. Hattie hie vacation and flarold Chandler is aslast
went
Convention,
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce
Oct 1^21—State Sunday School
Rowe of Portland, Theron Hathaway of sisting in the post office.
Bath.
week to Springtield, Ohio, where they South Paris, George Hathaway of NorJohn Moore, formerly sub-master at
other
and
brother
will visit Mr. Pierce's
Gould'*, now principal of Oxford Bigb,
way.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
West.
relatives in the
Mrs. Tubbs was an estimable woman, was a week-end guest of friends.
who
Mr. ami Mrs. Edward Stevens of Port- of a
The Go-to-Cburch Band bad a banquet
quiet, retiring nature. Those
House.
We Have a tireat Stock of Mackinaw».
Hubbard
the
at
are
laud
guests
etc.
knew her best loved her most, and knew and social at Garland Cbapel Friday
It Wavs t > Blanket Your Horse,
with the well
is
connected
Mr.
Stevens
friend,
Shirt Waist·.
of her noble, pure mind, staunch
evening, the winners in the contest being
7. L Merchant A Co.
known Portland firm of Luring, Short &
Δ pleasing
Several the guests of tbe losers.
and unfailing generosity.
ship
Overcoats.
on
Large Savin*
Harmon.
have enjoyed the privilege of a programme was furnished by both sides,
National Cofft-e W<-ek.
people
extenUenry D Hammond has made
I»ui)'t l>are Neglect a Cough.
home with ber and will mouru her loss, and a delightful evening was spent. Tbe
for Sale.
sive improvements to bis house by the among whom is Kev. Danno Johnson of captains for the next contest bave been
the
on
Tenement to Let
a
gable
addition of a wide piazza,
the Baptist church, West Acton, Vt. chosen, Lawrence Kimball and Katbryn
Doubt Disappears.
front, new windows and varions addi- The remains were brought to South Ilanscom. Those wboee office has just
ror Sale.
interior.
the
to
tions and improvements
Paris, and the funeral held at Deering ended were Ruth Brown and Robert
Ara Cushman, Jr., of Auburn and a Memorial church, Saturday at 2 P. M., Hanscom.
Supreme Judicial Court.
House
Hubbard
the
at
were
of
ten
party
The W. R. C. have invited other Corps
and the interment was in the family lot
,1'ontinued from page 3.)
Sunday.
to join them in a campfire Oct. 23d.
in Riverside Cemetery.
Miss Lelia
of beer to
B.
bottles
Mrs.
three
Bancroft,
of
sale
the
a
variJoseph
in^
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Miss Lilla B. Young was given
*>th of June, Bancroft and Mise Katherine Hall of
Ueorge II Bunker on the
shower at her home on Main Street church will serve their annual harvest
ety
the
Portland were guests at the Hubbard
1015. County Attorney Beliveau for
Thursday. There were numerous pres- supper Oct. 27th.
for the Uouse last week.
sta'e; Stevenson and Hutching
ents both beautiful and useful, and about
Many Bethel friends received with real
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Estes,
defence.
55 people were present to express their sorrow the announcement of the death
to
Florence
Miss
the
and
attorneys,
Mr*. George H. Estes
It was agreed by
wishes. Unfortunately there was of Miss Fannie Kilbourne at St. Luke's
at good
save time, that the beer had been analyz- E. Estes of Auburn were recent guests
the shower without the bride-to-be, as Hospital, New York, Oct. 11th. Miss
and
Brunswick,
of
Honse.
Cram
the Hubbard
ed by Professor
she bad been taken on an auto ride to Ktlboume was a former resident of
Mr. and Mrs. Perley F. Ripley and Lewiston and
found to contain over four percent of alexpected to return in sea- Bethel and had a large circle of relatives
from
returned
have
W.
Shaw
Fred
Mrs.
cohol.
son, but an accident to the tire of the and friends here, wbo were shocked to
Bunker is a "spotter" from the Sher- their cottage at Norway Lake.
Much symauto caused a long delay at Hebron, so learn of her endden death.
whose
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Adams have re- the
man Detective Agency of Β iston,
guests were entertained by Mrs. pathy is extended to the brother, Charlee
business in Kumford it was to buy moved to West Sumner where they own Young, and refreshments of ice cream, Kilbourne of New York, who is the only
in a
good place and offer tbeir home in this saltines and candy served. Friday morn- surviving member of the family of Dealiquor. He testified that he arrived
Kumford at about noon of Saturday, village for sale.
ing Miss Young called personally on her con Kilbourne.
Uou. Prentiss Cummings will close his
June ·>, aud that at 9:15 in the evening
Mrs. Mabel Cbase of Blueblll has been
guests and invited them to call at 2:30 in
of
return
bottles
three
and
week
the
this
here
home
he
bought
iurarat-r
of that day
the afternoon and xpend a social hour tbe guest of Judge and Mrs. Herrick.
house.
his
at
Mass.
bottling
of
Cohen
to
be»*r
Brookline,
Mr. Henry Rugg of Albany and Mrs.
with her and see her many gifts.
Admiral and Mrs. William W. Kimball
Cohen for the defence absolutely deMrs. Ann Rowell went to the Central Evelyn Coburn were united in marriage
nied selliug the beer to Bunker, and the returned to Washington, D. C\, the past Maine General
Hospital Thursday lor at the Methodist parsonage Tuesday
defence
spent ils efforts largely in week.
the removal of a tumor from her thigh. evening.
Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Wiley will close
discrediting the testimony of Bunker.
Mr. Fred J. Tibbetta of Bethel and
She was accompanied by Mre. W. W.
It was eh >wn that at the hearing in the their home here and go to Bethel this Dunham and Dr. Packard.
Mrs. Lizzie V. Purington of Harpswell
Kumford court Bunker testified that be week.
Postmaster Flavin, C. L. Ridlon, F. P. were united in marriage by Rev. Mr.
Μ
The Beeches will close this week after
bought the beer of Cohen at 9:15 Α.
McKenney, F. R. Penley, L. H. Penley Wood at Berlin, Ν. H., Oct. 10th.
which W4S r me hours before he arrived a successful season. Miss Benjamin and and R E. Shaw have been in Boston the
in Kumford, and that while he afterward Miss Leverich are to remain at Benhara
past week to attend the national series
changed his testimony to make the hour Cottage foi a time before going south for of base ball
games.
Reading of the death of Ruth Young
that
make
change
not
did
he
M
the winter.
9:15 P.
Mies Alice Harden attended the Maine of Locke's Mille takee us back to pleashe
that
shown
was
it
trial
a
later
in
until
ant scenes and associations at West
Music Festival at Portland last week.
was not in town in the forenoon of June
West Bethel.
Dr. and Mrs. Wheeler and Mr. Wil- Paris, where she lived some time, and
am.
"
liams were guests Tuesday and Wednes- after that at Locke's Mills where we
Bright < >ctober, torch In hand,
In the course of the close cross examiC'rosscl the land,
were more intimately connected with
day of Dr. and Mrs. Leslie at Andover.
And she touche· 1 a sumac spire
nation of Bunker by the defence as to
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Dunham of Lynn her daughter Tena In the school room.
Wltn her tire.
hi» movements, a very full directory of
In
the
and
red
of
and
Mrs.
a
blaze
Mr.
Then
yellow
are visiting her parents,
She was one of the best of women we
the suspected rumsellers of Kumford
tree»,
H. G. Brown.
are sure.
In
the
trembled
an·!
names
of
number
a
aud
riot,
leapt
Running
vk.is secured,
Mrs. 11. B. Lyons started Saturday for
Then reading of the death of Lemuel
breeze.
on
familiar
are
which
heard
were
quite
her winter home at Z"phyrhills, Fia.
Dunham brings tender recollections of
a
the court records.
"Fair Virginia creeper spray
Mr. and Mrs. S. R Johnson returned his daughter in heaven, and family assoCaught the blaze,
The jury was out about half an hour
where ciations, as we saw him in his morning
ΛηΊ from out the grass there carat Saturday from Beecher Falls, Vt.,
before returniug a verdict of not guilty.
Jets of (lame.
they attended the funeral of Mr. John devotion», reading io the Bible and sln<»A nuisance indictment against Cohen
Till at last the burnt-out leaves of crack
sun's mother.
iog with his loved ones around him,
ling brown.
was then nol prossed.
Mrs. Cynthia H. Curtis, Mrs. H. R joining in song and prayer. We have
On the chilly wind of autumn fluttered
Charles Howard was tried on an inAnnie
Mrs.
down."
been lookiDg in "Poetical Quotations,"
Tuell, Mrs. Snsie Woodie,
dictment charging a single sale of liquor
O. L. Peabody, and Mr. and Mrs, and find these verses of his:
Willis,
Attor11*14
County
ia
at a date
June,
Harold Swift attended the funeral ol
"A purple haze lies on the hllle.
RSAFIMO.
lilauchard for
ney Ueliveau for state;
The scent of grapes Is In the breeze.
Mrs. A. L. Tubbe at South Paris SaturHoward is ferryman at the
Howard.
winsome
such
Who eowβ the seeds of love and kindness,
shows
grace,
When Autumn
day.
Shall reap with joy the fruit It bears;
How can she fall the world to please?"
Peru Center ferry. The case was very
Rev. Sarah Robinson is moving from And he who sows In hsate and blindness,
short. The only wi'ness for the state
Muet reap In woe his field of tares.
to the rent in H. Far
house
the
Benuun
who
teswas a young man from D xfield,
—LEMUEL Dunham, Uryant's Pond, Me.
on Maple Street.
mornings.
bouse
Frosty
rar's
of
whiskey
tified that he bought a pint
Beautiful weather for harvesting.
Is having a job ol
H.
W. Kimball Is doing carpenter
C.
B.
Jr.,
Lane,
a
was
of Howard one night when there
Autumn leaves are beginniug to fall.
grading done around his lawn whicl work at the Carter place.
dance at Peru. Howard deoied selling
the
attended
this
place
Miss Mary Stanley was at home recentMauy from
greatly improves the appearance of hi:
the whiskey, aud said that the young fair in North Waterford Saturday.
place.
ly from her school at Greenwood City.
man brought two bottles of home-made
1
advance in the price of butter
Falli
Another
Mrs. Lucy Dearborn of Rumford
Relatives from Poitland have been on
beer with him, and left them near the which is now
selling for 32 cents pel is visiting at A. J. Ricker's and A. C Swan's Hill.
ferry. The jury was out only a short pound.
Perham's.
Mrs. Mary Jordan is with her daughtime before returning a verdict of not
After an absence of sis months in
Hull's Doughty and family, Mrs. F. Π
ter, Mrs. Eugene Rayford, who has reguilty.
Waterford, Mrs. Sarah W. Brown bat Hill and Mr. and Mrs. £. J. Mann at cently moved to Bethel village.
George W. Shattuck, who had pleaded returned to her home and sisters.
tended the funeral Wednesday of George
W. A. Bragg was able to be here renot guilty to au indictment for assault,
Elbert Briggs is done working in Al- Doughty at Norway Lake.
cently with his nice cart and goods.
was placed on trial, but it was discovered
em
for
Kev. and Mrs. D. A. Ball, Mrs. H. S
F. G. Sloan came also with a fine lot of
bany, and will coon be looking
that owing to a misunderstanding, he
ploymen! elsewhere.
Mann, Miss Spiller and Mrs. E. J. Mant fresh fish, and we think hia housekeeper
was with "it couusel, and when counsel
Herbert Mason and Archie ilutchin attended the Sunday School conferenci 1 also on board.
were fout) i and had conferred with him,
O. J. Gro at S »uth Paris Wednesday.
son are still working on Miss
Superintendent F. H. Byram, In comhe retracted his plea and pleaded guilty. ver's
building, and the outside repair!
with B. □. Hastings, was here reto
pany
Hanson
was
sentenced
He
by Judge
TRAP CORNER.
will soon be completed.
cently
visiting the school.
Oct.
from
to
date
in
7,
thirty days jail,
Edgar Κ Briggs came home fron
Mrs. A. R. Tuell spent several dayi 1
L. D. Brown supplied on Roote 1 two
the day of the assault.
Massachusetts Sunday, and visited hit 1 last week at her son Will's in Lewiston days while R Sanborn took » short vaChester Williams retracted his plea of sister aud brother in South Paris Wed
Mrs. G. L. Briggs and Minnie Stevem 1 cation.
not guilty to the charge of breaking and
nesday and Thursday.
were in Norway last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Brooke and daughter
entering, and pleaded guilty.
movec
John Bennett, who recently
G. L. Briggs attended Topsham fail of Dorchester, Mass., are here at her old
Λ familiar figure about the court now
hi<
1
sold
has
to
from this village
Albany,
Wednesday and Thursday.
home, C. L. Sanborn's.
appeared in the dock, in the person of horse and is now walking seven milei
Leland Stacy, who has been visiting a
Heavy freeze Oct. 10 and 11.
James Caliendo, now of Mexico, to anhours.
ten
and
home.
working
has
returned
daily
Dr. and Mrs. Twaddle were here Oct.
Ilarry Johnson's,
swer to au indictment for maintaining a
and Miss Helen Chap
R.
Elmer
He
of
Briggs
friend
and
Stearns
Miss Mary
13.
liquor nuisauce at his place ou Mexio > mau of South Paris were in town 01 1 bron Academy
were at
her home hen 1
Mrs. Caswell has returned from her exAvenue in Mexico. He was defended by
coming with his Maxwell auto over Saturday and Sunday.
Sunday,
tended visit in New Hampshire.
Mr. Hutcbius.
mobile through the town» of Norway
Ella Cousens of Hebron is at her old
The state's case is based on the and Waterford to West Bethel, and go
Bryant's Pond.
home with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Abbott
work of a "spotter" from the Sherman
aud
Wood
ing back through Greenwood
Thero will be a meeting of the Track and family.
Detective Agency, a 1'olish witness who stock.
men's Union at V. I. S. Hall this week
J. H. Carter went to Lewiston on busispeaks very good English and is certainly
Supper will be served at the Grange din ness this week.
He was in
a bright looking feilow.
North Waterford.
Aid
the
Ladies'
Nora Bennett has returned to Newry.
ing hall by members of
K'imfurd for a while in September of this
Grace Farwell visited at East Bethel.
Fred Hizeltou has purchased a ne*
During the absence «f Clyde Lowe ii
over to Caliyear, aud testified to going
hai
of
Canada
Duchane
John
Earl Dutton is quite ill.
Ford car.
Boston,
endo's place with other men and buying
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Ward of Eas ί been assigned as operator at this station !
D. M. Kimball is being cared for in his
beer on the evening of Saturday, Sept.
Mass ., have come to their cot
J. R. Binan, agent for the Tiambul illness by Mrs. Frank Abbott at Bethel
11, and again on the evening of Sunday, Milton,
Wallace Jonei > Players, was iu town last week and lef ; Hill. Ho was trying to work and take
to stay all winter.
Sept. 12. His testimony was contradicted tage
half a car load of goods fron > Monday with the company for Hyd< care of himeelf when he was suddenly
on some points by some of those who brought
for them.
taken sick.
Park, Vermont.
went with him in the public auto Satur- Norway
Mrs. E. J. Thompson is visiting wilt
Mrs. Chandler Mt-rrill and childret >
A public auto passes here often en
day evening, and was contradicted entire have been to Lovell
H.
Mis.
Mer
Ν.
her daughter at Chooorua,
route to Bethel Hill.
visiting
ly by Calièndo, who said that the Pole rill's
of
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and
wife
a
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Osgood of Brentdays.
parents
Ray Croswell
was not at his place on the Saturday
F. P. Hazelton is working in the cori ι Mass., have recently been guests a
Ν. H., visited here and at West
wood,
ou Sunday
that
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Maplewood farm.
Paris, also the cemetery at North Paris
he came there aud wanted beer but wa« shop through labeling.
Nearly a dozen workmen are employ and the spot of the home of childhood at
Harry Bruwu lost one of his bes<
refused.
work horses while pulling at tbe fair od on the new school building. The South Paris.
The jury is out on this case as th«
roof and belfry will be completed tliii "The home of her childhood, that beautiful spot
It was valued at about $300 00
Democrat goes to press.
Mrs. Harry Brown was operated on a ^ week.
Longley & Butts of Norway Which memory retains when nil else le forgot."
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daughter Augusta,
Mrs. Swan and ber son are now out o:
the law court in the case of Albert A takfu
auto to South Paris
her visit in Canton the 14th.
Stephens'
by
is
on
tb<
the hospital and Mr. Whitman
Conant vs. the Grand Trunk Kaiiway, thence
by rail to Oxford to atteud thi I
giving judgment for the defendant Association meetings last week, and r& gain.
Ri«t Waterford.
well
remern
(he
of
out
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Bryant, Raynoi
arose
Tbis case
turned by rail Thursday. It is mori ,
when
is attending the TopElmei
L.
Ε.
Mclntire
Mrs.
1912,
Edith
of
27,
Fiske,
accident
Sept.
bered
difficult and takes more time to go bj Littlefield,
Mrs. Walter Knigbt, Mrs sham fair.
an automobile was «track by the Nor
from here to South Paris, than t< Cummings,
rail
in Soutb
Mrs. S. A. Cole and Mr. and Mr·. John
Abbie Trask and Mrs. David Foster at
way train at Hicks Crooning
Boston. However, it afford· more timi
J. County of South Framlngbam, Mass.,
Paris, and three of the five people in the at Mechanic Falls to—"view the land tended the Waterford fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Davis are goinf : were guests at J. E. Mcl α tire's Wednes·
automobile were instantly killed and
scape o'er" and meditate upon the per to live in a
part of Mrs. Ida Crooker'i day and Thursday.
the others somewhat injured. This suit
of life.
plexities
the damage
Mrs. Susie Bennett and little son of
house.
watt brought to recover for
no
trial
was
of
Bethel people spent Satur Maryland are at Mrs. T. H. Sawin's.
A party
to the automobile. There
Oickvale.
Edward Ilutchins, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
in the lower court, but the case was reday, Oct. 9th, at "Outside Inn."
Mr. and Mr·. Herman Fuller enter
at the hotel ball Hutchins of North Pryeburg, and Mr.
Moving
pictures
ported to the law court. The is rescript,
as fol- taiued a family party last Sunday at din
and Mrs. Abareof Lowell, Mass., spent
drawn by Justice A. W. King,
every Saturday evening.
Those present were: Mrs. Π. Β
ner.
tbe night at C. H. Pride's after attend·
lows:
Bam
Mrs.
Charlie
Fuller and daughter,
Hebron.
ing the North Waterford fair.
Action on the case to recover damages
Mrs
and
Will
Dixon
of
daughter,
Hale,
from a
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Walker have
to a Kurd automobile resulting
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Atwood attended
Bernard Putnam and her daughter·, anc
collision between it and the defendant'»
the music festival at Portland Monday, a little girl about eight months old living
U
of
Ν.
Tibbetts
Mildred
Miss
Dover,
five
1912, at al-out
train, on Sept 27,
Mrs. Evans, who has been seriously il! with them.
Ice cream and cake were served, aftei
Mrs. Dana Berry entertained tbe circle
o'clock in the afternoon, at ilick's Crossa few weeks, passed away Monday at
Mr. Fuller played a few selection·
which
case
The
Howe
the borne of ber daughter, Mrs. Vivian Wednesday afternoon. Mr·. Paul
ing, in the town of Norway.
on the piano.
funeral was at ber home it entertains in two weeks.
Comes up uu report of the evidence.
The
Bearce.
Daniel Churchill of Weat Pari·,
Glenn R. Molntire'a room-mate at
The automobile came along the street
Sweden Thursday.
smart old gentleman of eighty-sever
towards the crossing at the rate of about
E. Bartlett of Boston spent a fen Bridgton Academy. Urban Carmell, was
J.
El
theside years, Is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
bis guest over Saturday and Sunday.
with bis parents recently.
twenty miles an h >ur and struck
meda Richardson, and granddaughter days
Mrs. Hattie Green is visiting at J. E.
of the tender on the crossing causing the
Mrs. Cornelia Moody went to Bostot
Putnam.
Mrs. Oscar
and B. G. Mclntlre's.
damage complained of. The evidence
Tuesday.
of
Wade
Mr·.
Sam
Worcester,
Mass.,
shows conclusively that tbere was gross
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant went to Lewisthe is a guest of her mother, M·.*·. J. Ë. Dow
Waterford.
carelessnetis in the management of
ton Wednesday, called tbete by the IllRumfonJ
son
of
and
Mr·.
Dau
Sargent
automobile as it approached the crossness of ber sister, Mrs. Abby Guild. Mr.
Sidney Hoyt has returned to his home
P..
S.
at
week-end
the
Tracy's.
were
it
in
•pent
and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant accompanied In Atlanta, Mass., after visiting his
ing, and that all the people
Grafton Gordon and daughter Jennie
uncle, J. C. Harvey, for two weeks.
negligent.
bis sister, Mrs. Elmer her.
have
been
visiting
the
that
shows
required
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Lord and Mr. and
The evidence
Many from this way attended the East
of the Flagg of East Dixfleld.
and
the
whistle
ringing
the
Mrs.
Arthur Andrews came In Mr.
Hebron fair Wednesday and enjoyed
signals by
auto from Beverly, Mass., and
Lord's
bell were given by the train as it apday.
Mrs. Judge Bonney Is at the Home (or wltb Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerly of South
proached the crossing.
Hammond
C.
Mr·.
A.
spent
Tuesday
Paris were at Camp Beverly from SaturWhere uo request has ever been made
a few weeks.
with Mr·. Loren Irish at East Peru.
Mrs. Flora Frost and Miss Frost, Mrs. day afternoon until Tuesday morning.
of a railroad corporation under Revised
tc
bia
farm
sold
haa
Coates
George
mainDelia Giles and Mr. and Mrs. Alton Monday they went to Bretton Woods,
Statutes Chapter 51, Section 71, to
automaltc Peter Sharlon.
and children were at Fred Gar- Ν. H., and bad a delightful trip. Mr.
tain a flagman, or gates, or
Grace Tracy Sargent and son Wllmonl Noyes
railthe
the occasion being the and Mrs. Lord and Mr. and Mra. Ansignals at a railroad crossing,
a ney's Sunday,
R.
S.
at
visited
of
Ridlonville
Tracy'·
drews started for Beverly Tuesday.
16th birthday of George Gurney.
road company is not to be held negli- few
week.
laat
days
mainnot
in
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harvey took In
Mrs. Herman George bas a crimson
gent, m a matter of law,
There waa a gathering of sixteen peorambler rose from which she bas recent- tbe "World's Fair" Saturday.
taining such.
at H. L. Fuller's Sonday, Oct. 10.
the
in
ple
evidence
Mrs. Ellen Blake of 8outh Paris was
There is no sufficient
ly picked two large clusters of blossoms.
Mr·. Oscar Putnam ia entertaining bei
that
It now has one duster of blossoms and at Camp Beverly Sunday, also Mr. and
case that would warrant a finding
from
West
Mr.
Churchill,
fact In grandfather,
Mra. George Miller were visiting there.
nineteen of buds.
the defendant was negligent in
train at l'aria.
F. A. Damon ia building a new loe
Mrs. Alton Hibba has been quite ill
tb· management or speed of its
Is calling
Portland
of
Bisbee
▲.
S.
Rev.
under
house.
for several days.
the time and place of the accident
ESTABLISHED 1833.
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The Oxford Democrat.
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ail the circumstances discloeed.

on

friends bare.

1

Bockfleld.

Μη. Laura Fessenden of Presque Ι·1β
iM been the guest of ber sister, Mrs.
ferrie Spaulding, since Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Rawson were in

Augusta Taesdsy and Wednesday, makng the trip by aatomobiie.
Charles Berry of Hartford gave a tem-

#v|

NOT WEAR

WHY

grv

Crossett Shoes

;

·

j

lecture at the M. E. church Fil-

>erance

lay night.
Frank Ryerson

has leased the Chaffin
for three years, and will move there
ibout November first.
Philip Withington has purchased the
louse on High Street owned by the
[>eane Sisters.
Mrs. Vergil Cole of Freeport was with
Kins Martha Cole Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Josie Shaw is away on a vacation
>f two weeks with friends in Brunswick,
Miss Lizzie
iVaterville and Portland.
Allen is taking her plsce in the post

The beet dreeeed

arm

ble

them.
Mrs. Lizzie Abbott of North Paris is
visiting ber brother, Preston Heald.
James Robinson of South Paris is visiting relatives in the place.
Mr. and Mrs. Weeley Smith are with
their daughter, Mrs. Leah Buswell.
East Brownfleld.
We are having our Indian summer
which it seemed last week as if we
should miss.
The funeral service of Mrs. Alphens
Eaton, an old resident of Merrill's Corner, was held at the Congregational
church Friday afternoon. She has lived
in Conway with her children late years.
The Misses Stevens left the Birch >s on
Wednesday of this week, and the l.cute
is closed.
Mrs. Lynch spent a week in Portland

wearers

avenues

leading

and boulevards of the

cities

of America.
Call in the next
look

over

opportunity

you have and

this line of Crossett shoes for

Prices the world

men.

over

Frothingham,

W. O.

BUILD ONÀFIRM
FOUNDATION

quite

an

epidemic

Exceptional Showing of
Fall Apparel.

$11.60, $12.60, $16, $16.60, $18, $21, $25.
We have made an effort '.o offer the best suits possible
fine tailoring and
at these prices, the styles are correct,
in
shown
Serges, Gabarmaterials of excellent quality,
dines, Broadcloths and mixtures, trimmed

Mrs. Sanborn bas completed the reon ber cottage, Green Gables.
The Lary family has moved to the
Center or nearer the Center.
Work is about completed on the state
now.

An

FINE TAILORED SUITS FOR
WOMEN ANO MISSES

paire

There is

ê

SOUTH PARIS.

recently.

road.

with braids, velvets

ble

RICH DRESS FABRICS

Mr. and Mrs. Millard Lord of Albany
visited relatives from Saturday till Mon-

Silks, Woolens and Velvets

day.

Constitute

Rev. Mr. Fisher and wife of Center
Lovell visited several days here last
week.
Mrs. Sarah Sargent remains about the
Able to sit np a little.
same.

Security for Our
Depositors aFirst Consideration
*

We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500 and over,
hundreds. Interest credited to your account last of every month.

on eves

was

in

this

Dr. R. R. Tibbette of Bethel

town

Sunday.

was

Nearly every one from this way went
to the World's Fair Saturday. The spme
good time—some say the largest crowd
there ever was on Saturday.
Mies Edtella Bean went to Waterford
It was all done very fineto the drama.
ly, and there was a full house.
Joe Harrington has been through this
way threehing grain, which, like the
potato and apple crops, is ecarce.
The Morrills are out buying cattle.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. Farwell were at
J. K. Wheeler's Wednesday.
Calvin Cummings bas the body of bin
barn up and partly boarded.
Mrs. C. D. Connor and three children
and Miss Mabel Bardett from Norway
called at Μ'ββ Estella Bean's Tuesday.
Wilson's Mills.
Wtn. B. GarHeld of Boeton is now at
bis camp, Sainte' Rest, on hie annual vacation.
Ilarry Lancaster and Elwyn Storey
have gone to Camp Caribou to help put
the camps and grounds in order for the
coming winter.
S. W. Bennett and C. I. Wilson have
been putting the Bennett Bros.' Abbott
Brook camp In order for bunting parties.
The Masons from Bethel were in town
Monday and Tuesday. A meeting wa«
held in Grange Hall Monday evening, and
a supper was served Tuesday evening in
Town Hall by their brother Masons
here.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Bennett have gone
to Auburn to visit their daughter, Mre.
Lois McGibbins.
Geo. Nason, wife and mother, have
gone to White R'jck, making the trip Id
hie auto.
The painters who are at work on the
caretaker's house at the head of Aziscoos Falls, board at W. H. Hart's.
C. T. Fox is working at the camp for
Wm B. Garfield.

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas, our enteemed friend and
comrade, Sylvester Abbott, after a life
five years in thin

material world, has obeyed the Divine
call and removed to the spirit side,

where loving kindred and friends awaited
bis coming. In his youth he served two
years In the army as a volunteer for the
suppression of the rebellion. Therefore
Resolved, That the members of W.
Κ Kimball Post, Q. ▲. R., truly mourn
the loss of a kind friend and worthy
comrade, who during his life here on
earth wan a good citizen and highly respected in tbe community in which he
lived. His departure loaves a vacant
place in our ranks, but to his family tbe
loss is much greater, and to them we offer our heartfelt sympathy.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be written upon our post records,
and a copy sent to tbe Oxford Democrat
for publication.
Henry Maxim,
Isaac Monk,
Whitfield Stuart,

Committee.

Card of Thanks.
of our sincere
appreciation of the many kind acts
shown us during our recent great bereavement, we wish to extend to our
friends who did so much to lessen the
barden of our grief, our heartfelt thanks.
Mrs. Tena A. Woodsum.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas E. Stowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Stowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln H. Hodokinb
In

acknowledgement

contest ends Nov. 1. Only two
weeks to get the votes. Time to
buy winter olothingnow. Why not buy
yours now and make some child happy
with the votes.—F. H. Noyes Co.

Pony

more

We

Let

clean, repair,

ua

clothing.
do your work.—F. H. Noyes Co.
press men's

Children's Sweaters from

to

$1.95

50c

each

MAINE

NORWAY,

■acr^JM

We Still Have

a

Qood Assortment

Id

Albany.

severity

$6.50 each

re-

Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Kimball of Parle
recent guests of Mr. Kimball's
mother, Mrs. Adeline Kimball.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Coffin were in Portland the first of the week.

than

to

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Calf Button Boots

Women's Russia

were

of more

Women's and Misses' Sweaters from... .9SC

Savings Department Connected with

was

vicinity

new

Smart models in the most desirable effects and colorings. This is a most essential garment for outing, sporting, also for children's school wear.

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD. MAINE.

in town recently.
Archie Garneau was in Berlin, Ν. Π.,
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jordan are rejoicing over the birth of a daughter born
Oct. Dtb.
Several people from this town attended the World's Fair at Waterfoid last

cently.

of the
strong feature in the showing

SWEATERS FOR WOMEN. MISSES AND
CHILDREN

Grace Allen and children have gone to
Bethel to visit her mother.
H. M. Adams is digging a cellar. He
intends to build an ell to bis bouse in

Saturday.
Fred Jordan

a

fall merchandise.

North Stoneham.

H.,

in various ways
satin.

guaranteed

prices.

hunting.

John Newell of Shelburne, Ν.

fur and lined with

Made up in all the popular materials and most fashionable colore. All sizes in a broad range at very reasona-

West Lovell.
W. S. Fox has had neuritis the past
week.
Oreo Osgood wan up from East Fryebury after hie bod and Milton Lord, who
were at Dradley'e camp for a week's

ailead.

or

WARM COATS FOR WOMEN, MISSES AND
CHILDREN

of colds

the Rpring.
W. W. Durgin went to Bridgton to
visit bis sister, Mrs. Pbcube Davis, and
brother, Barber Durgin.
Fred Stearns of Lovell, who had cattle
pasturing in E. S. Bartlett's pasture,
found one of bis year-olds dead, having
been caught in a bear trap.
Alvinzle Chute visited bis mother,Nettie Chute.

^

oSSL-

$4.50 and $5.00

NortlT Buckfield.

better, but bas a trained nurse.
Mrs. Charles George of Hebron is visiting ber daughter, Mrs. Minnie Keene.
Mrs. Cora Keene is slowly improviog
Trom ber recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner from Auburn were in the place Sunday, Cyrus
Auburn with
DeCoster returning to

of America are

and comfort; henoe Crossett is more universally
seen than any other footwear along the fashiona-

Washington Heald and Lester Yarney
took in the Fryeburg fair.
Enos Heald, who was taken very 111
while at work in his mill Wednesday, Is
gome

men

It is the leader of foot fashions

of Crossett shoes.

jffioe.
Miss Etta Mitchell attended the music
festival in Portland.
Mrs. Κ. H. Morrill and sons were here
with Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Crowe Wednesday and Thursday.
Miss Sadie Spaulding is visiting Mrs.
John Shearman in Portland this week.

just

Ζ. L. MERCHANT &, CO.

Ir

LARGE SAVINGS ON
OVERCOATS
have too many overcoats. Our usual
is to have a mark-down on coats in late winter.

We find

practice

we

This year we have decided to mark part of our overcoats down at this time so you may get this winter's

wear out

of them.

It's your opportunity to get

for two-thirds the usual cost

or

less.

All

good,

a coat

warm,

serviceable garments for the cold winter days ahead.
This is the way
Several winters' wear in every coat.
the

new

prices

The

$22.00
$20.00
$18.00
$16.00
$12.00
$10.00
$7.60

The
The

The
The
The
The

The

$4.00 Grade

Men's Oxfords,

$4.00 grade

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

$16.00
$13.00
$12.00
$10.00
$8.00
$6.60
$6.00

Ε. Ν. SWETT SHOE CO.
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE

Telephone

38-2

The Norway National Bank does not propose to tell
the farmers of this vicinity how to run their business,
but we believe that it pays to use the most modern
and approved methods in every branch of farm worL

ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

particularly

well

This Bank will

give

are

farmer in his financial
here.
and is

sure

that it

way if you will

MAINE.

You Can Pay a
Whole Lot More
But you can't get more than we offer
here in Taylor made clothes for men

and young

$2.95.

BUSINESSLIKE FARMING.

H. B. FOSTER CO.

men.

$16, $18, $20, $26, $80,
and up to $36

can

give

it

equipped

you

to

Start

matter».

a

serve

an

hearty

the
i

:t

■<-·

wi

help you in every particular
the opportunity.

More than 90 percent of the total payments in the
United States are made by checks—the most convenient form of money. Checks are the safest kin«l
of money, safer than currency, for your cancelled

checks returned to you by the Bank, are an ever
»
present guarantee that you will never have to pay
bill the second time.

Make up your mind NOW that you

regular depositor

will be

a

with this Bank.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
NORWAY, MAINE.

is our range of prices, but in every
instance the intrinsic value of the

absolutely unequalled. The
our $15 suits are full of
quality, pure wool throughout, thorfabric is

A

fabrics in

oughly shrunk and far superior to
anyihing usually shown at this price.
The same comparison goes all along

Save your money by getting your clothes made here and get
at the same time a better style, better
the line.

tailoring and a better variety
latest styles and fabric·.
Let

Taylor

W. 0. FROTHINGHAM,

Do Your

of the

Tailoring

South Parle,

Main·.

0

Women's Boots, $3.00, $2.50 and $2.00 grade, for $1.C\
6
Narrow toe and high heel, sizes 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4. 4 1-2,
and β 1-2.

We

NORWAY,

for

and $

$3.00, $2.60

Odd lots of Women's Oxfords,
grade, for $1.00.

read:
Overcoats

for $2.00.

FEW

REFRIGERATORS
LEFT AT A

VERY LOW PRICE !

J. P. Richardson,

South Paris,

....

CASTOR ΙΑ»"·»*"»»

TtaKWiw |w Ahrap Unfit

*

Maine.

The Oxford Democrat
Paris,
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Vicr.

Dudley

are

spend-

The W. C. T. U. will meet at the Uni·
versalist Sunday Scho Ί room Tuesday
afternoon.
Mrs. Q. S. Porter ι· in Boston, called
recent sudden death of bet
sister and step-mother and Illness of a
relative.

is Tisiting in Port

A Record is with Mr.
rd for a while.

Corby

there by the

SOUTH PARIS.
!i=

Mr. and Mr*. T. J.
a week in Boston.

ing

Mrs. Anna H. Hayes was in Lewiston
to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Jordan, wife of Professor Jordan ot

Saturday

Recorc

Bates College.

Supreme Judicial Court.
October Term, 1915.

Hon. G. M Hanson
Ernest J. Record...
Cecil Clay
Albert Be IK eau
WU lam O. Frothlngham...
John A. Titus
Samuel H. Eaton
Walter L. Grar
Loula W. Clark

Justice

important testimony that

Presiding
Clerk

Stenographei
County Attorney

...Shertfl
Jailer

Depatv aeCrlei
Librarian

Meeaenger

In the first week of the October term
of court one verdict was returned in a
civil case, another case was settled after
a trial had been attempted, and a considerable amount of business was disposed
of in one way and another without trial.
Thirty-seven indictments were fonnd by
the grand jury, and a start bas been
made on the criminal basiness. In the
first two criminal trials, on Saturday, the
verdict was an acquittal.

vu

NORWAY.

brought

ont at the flrat trial. Thursday morning
the unpleasant discovery was made thai
one of the jurors owned tn Interest in ι
piece of real estate In the tows' of Up
ton, and therefore waa as mnoh disqualified to serve as if he had been a resident
of the town. Under those circumstance*
Judge Hanson assumed the role of peacemaker, and advised the parties to get

together,

which they did, and agreed on
division of the expense, and the cut
goes off the docket.
In
the meantime the woman for
a

whom the bill wss Incurred, and who
was then the wife of Robert Campbell,
bag procured a divorce and married a resident of another town, so that neither
Upton or Romford is in danger of any
future liability on account of her falling
into distress. This fact doubtless was a
consideration in aiding tbe settlement
of tbe case. That tbe outcome of tbe
trial, or its lack of outcome, leaves tbe
Rev. A. T. McWhorter offered prayer settlement of Robert Campbell still unat the opening of the term Tuesday determined, is a minor matter.
morning, and proclamation* were formally made as usual while the attorneys
The town case having dropped out,
were assembling in the bar.
the next for trial was that of
Among visiting attorneys from outside J. Judkins of Paris vs CharlesTheoplilus
P. Brackthe limits of the count? were Hon.
ett of Norway. This was for alleged
George G. Weeks of Fairfield, Wallace alienation
of tbe affections of Judkins*
H. White, Jr., of Lewiston, Ε. M. Briggs
and was anticipated with some inof Auburn, Maurice E. Rosen of Port- wife,
terest by tbe spectators. Prederick R.
land, Walter P. Perkins of Cornish, and
was attorney for Judkins, and Δ.
Frank O. Purington of Mechanic Falls. Dyer
J. Stearns for Brackett. But tbe case
Some of these attorneys, however, have
came to naught, as far as a hearing wax
quite a little practice within the Oxford concerned, for though the parties were
County lines.
in court, it appeared after some wait
Among the regular practicing attor- that it bad been disposed of out οf
neys of the county seated in tfle bar at court.
the opening were:
It bad been expected that tbe two
George D Β Is bet, Rumford.
cases named above would take up at
A ddtson Κ. derrick, Bethel.
least all tbe time of tbe first two days,
James S. Wright. South Parle.
and their dropping out left tbe court
Charles F. Whitman, Norway.
F.
Smith,
Norway.
Eugene
without much business at an early hour
F. A. Fox. Kezar Falls.
Thursday. Judge Hanson raked the
Alton C. Wheeler, South Pari*.
Walter L. Gray, South Parle.
trial list over in tbe endeavor to find
Albert J. Stearns. Norway.
something that could be tried in tbe afJohn R Trask, Dlxfleld.
ternoon, but discovered no case in which
Albert Bellveau, Rumfjpl.
the parties could be ready, so tbe juries
Ralph T. Parker, Rumford.
Η. Η Hastings, Bethel.
bad no further work on Thursday, and
Luclan W. Blanchard, Rumford.
most of tbe court business for tbe day
Arctu·· K. Stearns, Rumford.
was at the grand jury room.
Frederick R. Dyer. Buckfleld.
Nathan G. Foster. Mexico.
Friday morning the case of Ellery C.
Jam- β Β Stevenson. Rumford.
Frost vs. James H. Kerr was placed on
Ellery C. Park, Bethel.
trial. A. E. Stearns for Frost; Ralph T.
•leorge Hazen, Oxford.
Georse A Hutchlns. Rumford.
Parker of Bisbee & Parker for Kerr.
Hugh W Hastings, Fryeburg.
This case grew out of tbe construction
follows:
as
were
The juries
of the sewer system by Norway Village
empaneled
Corporation in tbe year 1913. Mr. Kerr,
GRAM> Jl'RT.
tbe defendant, a contractor living in
A. G. Morse. Waterford, Foreman.
W. M. Andrews, Dlxfleld.
Rumford, bad tbe contract to put in the
Henry P. Austin, Bethel.
system, and employed Mr. Frost, tbe
Charles Buck. Canton.
plaintiff, as superintendent on the j >b.
Phllo B.Clark, Rumford.
Mr. Frost now lives in Gorham, Ν. H.,
Oscar G. Damon, Amiover.
Fred C. Davis, Fryeburg.
but was at that time a resident of MexLewis W. Farnuni, Woodstock.
ico.
Percle C. Frcnch, Oxford.
Tbe suit is for a balance of §199
Harold W. Gerrlsh, Hiram.
Ransom 1>. Gould, Parle.
claimed by tbe plaintiff for bis services
M. H. Harrington, Greenwood.
as superintendent, this being tbe differ
Fred I,. Irish. Bu-ksleld.

Mr·. Margaret Camming·, who ha
been with relative· In thia village fo:
about a month, left for ber borne In Roi

indale, Mae·., Friday.

▲ court ball la advertised to tak
at tbe Opera Houm Tuesday even
lug of thi· week. Albert D. Park wil
act aa floor manager, and A. C. Wbeeler
Walter L. Graj, A. J. Stearna and Louii 1
W. Clark will be tbe aid·. lee crean 1
will be served In tbe hall at intertols
■ion. Shaw1· Orchestra of eight piece I
will furniah tbe muaic.
Capt. and Mr*. E. Q. Schwartz bav<
gone to their home in Baltimore, Md.
business affair· need Capt
where
It la poaaibli 1
Schwartz1· attention.
that tbej may return to apend tbe win
in
ter
Norway.
Dr. F. E. Drake bas returned from hii ι
special dentistry studies in Boaton. Mrs
Drake is still at Mancheater-by-tbe-Sei k
and is much improved in health.
The Barton Reading Club met with
Mrs. Frank A. Danfortb Thursday after'
uoon, tbe time beiDg spent In magazini

place

The Ladies' Whist Club was enter·
-,-id Mr·». Geo. R. Morton made ι
tained for the first meeting of the sea* York
city by way of th< I son
by Mrs. Scott last Thursday afteri*t week.
2
£
| noon. The next meeting, in two weeks,
itbei Class of the Bapti·! is with Mrs. Gray.
et with Mrs. Frank A. Tayloi
This Monday afternoon, on the occay .ifternoon.
7
sion of ber third birthday, Miss Miriam
iw"s Orchestra will pUky for a Hal Wheeler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alλ: virante Hail, West Parie, ton C. Wheeler, is entertaining a party
of four young friends. Kathleen Richardν
evea ng, Oct. 29.
son, Laura Ellis, Betty Carter and
Luir Sou'e of South
Windham
cile Cole.
me of her parents,
Mr. and
Miss Uelen Rogers of Auburn, who
K. Morton, for a short stay.
was formerly at South Paris for a while,
Mrs. Ο. H. Bampus, who
ha.·» been a recent guest at S. C. Ordat tbe summer at Onset, Mass.,
reading.
way's. Miss Rogers is planning to start
Mia· Sara May berry, after spending ι
»!. arrived home last Monday
with her mother the last of the month
vacation in Otlefield, has returned to bei
for eastern Washington, and will go by
work at tbe dressmaking rooms of Mrs
a Alphas will hold their first way of California and visit the exposiAlma Harriman.
the season at Mrs. Ordway's tions.
Miss Catherine Walker ba· returnee
»y evening. A full atteudance is
with ber brother, J. Allen Walker, to hii
There was an attendance of about
heme in Torrington, Conn where be it
twenty at the Sunday School district
proprietor of Conley's Ian. Mr. Walkei
C. M >rton is visiting her si«- meeting at the Universalis church WedA. Bessey, in Stoneham, nesday. presided over by Mrs. Elida V.
spent five weeks in Norway and gainec
1 :her relatives and friends in Ball of West Paris, district superintendtwenty-one pounds in flesh while here.
John A. Woodman has charge of Rei
Ticmitj.
ent of Uni versalist Sunday Schools. A
Theatre during the absence of Mr. Per
number came from West Paris and a
I
<haw piano, and George Soper
kins, who bas been called to Boston benumber from Norway.
a '.1 furnish music
for the high
cause of tbe illness of his wife.
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Robertson
able at the high school Friday
Wednesday and Thursday are th«
and daughter spent the day Sunday
:.;s week.
dates of tbe Norway Grange fair. There
with Π G. Brown and family at West
wiil be tbe usual sale on Wednesday and
: forget the annual sale by the
Parie. While there tbey were served
Thursday afternoons. On Wednesdaj
f 'he G. A. R at their room on
with delicicus strawberries and raspafternoon at 6:30 will be served the an
A liberal
rnoon of Oct. 2Sth.
berries from Mr. Brown's garden. They
nual chicken pie supper, followed by ι
i*;e is hoped for.
were from late varieties that Mr. Brown
miscellaneous entertainment concluding
is
with
success.
E.
of
Jordan
and Mrs. ilarry
growing
good
with the farce, "A Local Telephone1
I
tve been guests at Benjamin
with Eva Richardaon Frost, Azola Pike
Miss Maude Martin of this town was
jrin* the past week, while Mr. married on
Alma Shepard Packard and Eva Bradlee
Mr.
to
the
11th,
Monday,
I
was serving on the jury.
Jackson taking tho parts. OnTbursdaj
Carroll Whitney Sw*et of Marblehead.
evening there will be a Hallowe'en so
»r! S. Brians, Miss Cora Wight Mass in which town Miss Martin has
cial and dance, and all contests appro
Ruth Bolster were at West been employed during the summers for
priate to that date will be tried with
.-«day afternoon to a'tend the ! sjme years. Mr. and Mrs. Sweet camc
prizes for tbe winners. Also, and tbic
to South Pari·· after their marriage, and
:ven Miss Lilla Young.
you won't forget, pumpkin and apple
are with
Mrs. Sweet's father, J. M
'.arry D. C ! β and Mrs. John A. Mar.in, where they will stay lor thr
pie, doughnuts with cheese and coffee
•λ
in
Grand
will be served throughout the evening
give a party
Army winter.
irs iay evening to the members of
A tine time is promised all who attend
The annual convention or "school ol
t-tt rn i;ar.
Whist and rook will
Mrs. Guy Bennett and son from Maryland are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alj instruction," conducted by the order oi
ayed.
Knights of Pvthias of the 16th districi
bert T. Bennett on Deering Street.
Arvilla Wiee has sold her house will be held with Hiawatha
Lodge ai
Scott Merrill and crew of men are
rt e street to Mrs. Pliebe J. Eige·
Eiet Stoneha·»!. on Stturday evening.
making apple barrels at bis Pleasant
->
if Auburn who will occupy it. Oct. 30.
Hamiin Lodge will work th*
Street work shop.
Κ izecomb bas two sisters and uth- rank of
Knight. It is the desire of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jameson Finney were rea'ives living here.
committee in charge that the rank team
cent guests of Mr. Finney's sister, Mrs
Imtirunii frtnr Hnllard a
Hat?
tr Κ Ρ
A.
P.
Mexico.
Rose,
r tins loage De ια atrenaacce at me
Lester Cowan, and Dr. Bradbury, at tbe
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Edward·, former
John S. Rounds, Porter.
be bad already beeu paid, and Ave dollars
home In Togue.
Joùn t. ^wain, >orw»y.
:th rans oui η iw οι υ xneia. next regular meeting Friday tvenind,
be declared to doctor's Dew
a balf a day, which
and
field.
Brown
E.
Walker,
Harry
Oct. 22. fur rehearsal and other preparare Mr Edwards is runuiog a bakery,
Miss Myra Noble is clerking at Smibe a fair and reasonable rate for bis serwill
be made by automoriKST TRAVERSE Jl'BY.
re calling oo
friends here Tuesday, tion. Toe trip
ley'e department store.
vice*».
bile. Members who plan to attend please
Stuart W. Goo'lwln, Norway, Foreman.
Mrs. P. Q. Curtis and Miss Rosamond
e on their vacation.
Without going into details of the eviAn'lover.
J.
Abbott.
Henrv
K.
of
R.
or
II
A.
C..
C.
notify
who is having a vacation from
Kenney,
Dunham,
tbat
it
on
that
dence
Elmer Bintngs. Woodstock.
point,
appeared
Fall accounts of two recent social and
S., E. F. Shaw
her work at the express office, visited
Horace G. Plnsmore, Ncrway.
without
was
on
the
Frost
the
job
engaged
•»nU of interest in Oxford County,
A. E. George. Hebron.
Mrs. Curtis' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cal
Wallace II. White Jr., of Lewiston.
any positive contract as to hie compennan golden wedding and the Stone
Treat M. Howard, D'.xfleld.
at Weld last Tuesday.
was at South Paris last week in the insation. It was understood that he was vin Kneeland,
A. E. Johnson, Canton.
m i 'y party, are given on the first page
Miss Mildred Curtis was with her parHarrv M. Mosber, Rumford.
for
of
bis
were
terest
bis
services
have
to
what
Congress.
candidacy
woith,
the
Democrat.
f this issue of
Frank C. Palmer, Porter
Mrs. 6. L. Curtis, over
Mr. White is a grandson of the late Senaud he was actually paid twenty-four ents, Mr. and
Enflel'l S. Plunimer, Sweden.
and Columbus Day. She
Taris Grange and its guests were high ator William P.
he is a graduate
dollar* per week. It is alleged by Mr. the week-end
Frye:
Charles P. Saunders, Waterford.
her studies at Nasson Instiν entertained last Saturday by Mrs. of H iwdoin
Clayton E. Spring, Brownileld.
Frost that he expected to receive more, returned to
College and has had several
on Wednesday.
Kate B. Ellis, state lecturer of the Board
and that in the course of tbe work he tute, Springvale,
SECOND TRAVERSE JCKY.
years' experience in Washington as SecMrs. J. H. Little and Mrs. John S.
of Health. Her address with stereopti- retary to the President of the Senate
had spoken to Mr. Kerr about tbe mat·
Frank L. Wilson, oxford, Foreman.
Burbank of Bethel were in town Thurscon was greatly appreciated by all.
and to important Congressional commitPerley R. F. Bradbury, Penmark.
tei ; but on his part Mr. Kerr says that
F. W. Brown, Lorell.
and attended the harvest dinner at
nothing was said to bim about auy more day
An invitation from Brown W. R. C., tees. In bis recent campaign for Mayor
Walter L. Chadwli-k, Rumford.
the Universalist church.
the
reduced
Mr.
Lewiston
White
was
of
months
the
after
until
some
A E. Davl*, Mexico.
job
ofl Bethel, requests the attendpay
ϋ
Harry Kimball is clerking at Drake &
Perler. I>udley, Bucktleld.
Democratic plurality in that city from
doue, and it is claimed by tbe defenco
ance of the South Pari* Ladies of the G.
H. E Emerson, Stow.
Brooks' while Mr. Drake is taking his
three
to
between
*bout
two
thousand
the
Frost
had
that
a
twenty-four
accepted
Α. Κ with post members, to
campfire
L Harrv Emery. Parle.
and four hundred. lie is a young man
dollars a week, by inference at least, ae vacation.
W. R. Glover, Sumner.
at their hail on Saturday, Oct. 2oJ.
The Arab Patrol of Kora Temple, Lewof unquestioned ability and bas a pleasHarry E. Jordan, Bethel.
satisfactory.
will give a drill at Norway Opera
Elliott Rlcb. Betbel.
There will be a grange benefit dance
considerable mass of testimony was iston,
A
ing
personality.
Greenwood.
J. Herbert Ring,
Oct. 28, to be
io (irange Hall Tuesday evening of this
Mr. Frost's work on House Thursday evening,
regarding
presented
twen
Miss Ethelyn Stanley entertained
Shaw's
week. Oct. 19. Dunham's Orchestra,
Deputy Sheriffs in attendance are the job, and as to whether or not it was followed by a ball with music by
home
at
her
friends
of
her
young
Refreshments at ty-five
ArthurJ. Landry of Rumford, Eugene worth more than the four dollars per day Orchestra, eight pieces, of South Paris.
"n}!«tly con'ra dance*.
of
her
in
observance
afternoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Anderson were
utermissiuD. All ladies admitted free. Saturday
Libby of Norway, and Deloraine A. Cole which bad been paid; and as tbe case
The actual date of
seventh birthday.
to Lisbon by the death of Mr. Ancalled
Pond.
)f
than
tbe
It
Bryant's
took
more
went slowly,
day
M: Mica L >dge, I. 0. O. F will con- the anniversary was the 14tb, but the
derson's sister, Mrs. John Wallace.
after the juries were or-!
Immediately
Hanson
tbe
of
and
at
Judge
: r *he first degree on tw> candidates
charge
party was held on the Saturday holiday. janized, tne traverse juries were excus- I Friday,
Warren Hills of Union is the guest of
:o tbe jury was not given until Saturday
meeting Thursday evening. A large A variety of entertainment was provided,
his son, V. W. Hills.
»d until Wednesday. The rest of Tues !
morning.
vendance is desired and every member
speaking and singing and marching, and jay forenoon's session was taken np ; After being out an hoar and a half, the
George W. Doughty died at his home
•
the degree staff is expected to be
piano playing by some of the yuunt: with the call of the civil docket, and the '
Saturday, Oct. £>tb,
a verdict for the plaintiff, above Norway Lake,
returned
jury
present.
He was
guests. Witb the guests seated at smalt ihurt session of the afternoon mainly
at the age of nearly 78 years.
sum of $49.
in
tbe
η the occasion of her
birthday last tables, refreshments were served from with tbe assignment of those cases which
born in Greenwood, the son of Mr. and
table
GRAND JCBY'S WORK.
lay, the 12th. Mrs. S. P. Stearns a handsomely decorated dining
Mrs. Charles Doughty, and lived in that
The as
* ere for actual or alleged trial.
Etch guest received a souvenir, and
ortained a few members of the fam
The grand jury worked very busily un- town until aboat three years ago, when
lignments covered tbe remaining days
Mis*
Park
for
were
left
F.
Mrs.
C.
numerous
Mr.
and
nc' jding
gifts
)f the week and Monday and Tuesday of til Friday forenoon, and about II o'clock be came to Norway. He is survived by
•laughter and Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Ethelyo. Besides the young guests, a
:be second week.
it tbat day they came in and reported a widow, two sons, Thaxter and Bernard
number of older oues looked in during
J.
born of Bethel.
:be following indictments:
Doughty, aud a sister, Mrs. Elmirawat
the afternoon.
;an Escarra of Camaguey. Cuba, who
Bicknell of Norway. The funeral
Charles
were
made
WednesSeymour.
Larceny.
Five new citizen*
afternoon at1
at Albert D Park's for some time
Κ rank Sallvlo and Ernest Lemay.
Breaking at the home Wednesday
Football.
day morning by tbe completion of nat- ind entering and larceny. Two Indictment*.
tended by Rev. C. G. Miller.
2 a student some years since, visited
in
tbeir
several
.iralizition
to
defraud.
check
L
Howe. Issuing
Edwin
proceedings
last week
One thousand forty-six pairs of in-e f r two or three days
Two Indictments.
:asee, and the oath of allegiance was adthe Norway
.s now running a
sugar plantation,
Nuisance. Two Indict- fant's shoes were made by
Lawrence Lavorgna.
UF.BROX ACADEMY 2D 20; P. H. 3. 0.
the
clerk.
ministered
by
nente.
Shoe Co. last week, and it is expected
has built a sugar mill run by electricFor the first time for several years the
McMaster of Rumford holds a
Daniel
Nuisance.
Paradis.
Albert
that the output will son be three hunthe first of its kind in Cuba.
boys of Paris High School have organ- responsible position in the Oxford paper Joseph Paradis. Operating motor vcblcle dred pairs a day.
Intoxicated.
while
ized a football team this fall, and al- Oil! and is one of the best known resis Ji'hn F. S'anley of Auburn and
Frank Romano. Nuisance.
The marriage of Virgil E. Dunn and
..•i i Mrs. Newton Stanley of South
though they have received little encour- dents of the place. He was born in
Albert St. Pierre. Breaking and entering and Miss Ethel F.
Upton, both of Norway,
or
and spent m"St of the paat week agement from the school authorities
Scotland in 1S<J4, and bas a wife and five arceny.
took place at the Methodist parsonage
Forgery.
George
ahead
«parks.
have
Monfrom their parents, they
relatives here, returning on
gone
:hildren.
Nuisance.
Jerrv O'Connor
Tuesday evening, Oot. 12, Rev. H. L
Auburn, wheie Mr. and Mrs. with the undertaking and it is evident
Daniel T. A. Ncrsker of Hebron is a
Fred LeClalr. Nuisance.
Nichols performing the ceremony, using
Nul-ance.
from the showing they made against
Eddie
■ι π Stanley w;ll «pend another week
in
which
he
Foley.
jative of Denmark,
country
the single ring service. Both are well
Hebron Second Saturday forenoon that was born in 1S76. He came to America ' Pe'.erArden. Nuisance.
'heir vacation.
Alex Rlel. Assault.
knowu and highly respected citizens of
aud will receive η 1904. Ile has a wife and two chil- i Pletro Arden.
are entitled
to,
of
111
tbey
house
fameKeep'ng
F. Barrows, wh formerly lived at
Norway. Mr. Dunn is the senior partmuch more support in the future.
{ iren.
Casper Ram Is. Nuisance.
ner in the Norway Lake Supply Co.,
h Paris, but has been for the past
Steve Moskus. Nuisance.
of
Of this team there is not a member
Rumford
!
Luxton
Cbarles
Spurgeon
whose property at Norway Lake was reJohn Conrad. Nuisance.
years at Mechan'c Falls, has pur- that has ever
football on a high vas born in Nova Scotia in 1ST0, and has
played
Nuisance.
Cohen.
Louis
i1 the Mihero house on Park Street,
cently burned, and also one of the pros-a
school team before and several of the , esided in the United States since 1SS7.
George W. Shattuck. Assault on officer.
farmers of the town, owning
: r e and Mrs
Barrows are moving in.
perous
Nuisance.
Kddie
Casey.
had never witnessed a regular Je has ? wife and two children.
tine farm in Tagger, which has been
Bean and family. who have occu- boys
Phillip Therlault. Deserting wife.
The Hebron team al*o outof Rumford was
Jones
Edward
Alfred
game.
the
from
Portier
Hector
Larceny
person.
the h'iust», have moved into the
□ewly famished and put in readiness as
weighed them by more than twenty | K>m in Liverpool, England, in 1SS5, and : Eil H. Peters. Nuisance.
home for the newly mirried couple.
.:rar house on Wlieeler Street.
l
Arthur
Fisher.
Hrt
leauau
Larceny.
all
these ( ame to Maine in 1903.
Joseph
He has a wife
pounds to a man, but in spite of
and
Charles Memont and Ernest Orlno. Breaking Mrs. Dunn is the daughter of Mr.
the
At the raee'inif of the Universalist discouraging facts,
game put up by ind three children.
ind entérine.
Mrs. Olin B. Upton, and is a trainer!
H. Dunham's Paris was a great credit to them. Heand
and
>n Circle it Mrs C.
of
Romford
was
Williams.
j Chi·!·tor
entering
Breaking
Charles Rus*eM Inglis
nurse of wide experience having been
lay evening, Mr». Annie Swift gave bron scored two touchdowns early in | >orn in Prince Edward Island in 1S87, arceny.
The
Bcnedlcto Penezero. Nuisance.
very successful in her chosen work.
interesting account of the national the first half before the Paris team fairly md has been in tbe United States since ! Daniel McCafferty. Nuisance.
best wishes of their maDy friends are
\frsah'*' m-e'inc* which she attend
James Calleudo. Nuisance.
got to playing, after that they found it a
lie has a wife and two children,
905.
to them.
Anton Mattwk. Pretending to be a priest with extended
and other raat- difficult matter to advance the ball and
η Pasadena, Calif
Ethel Louise Paddock, a New Turk
il ctect to defraud.
r« connected with her
trip to the Pa· Paris held them to one touchdown for
Assault.
Lorlnlaltls.
Waslaw
irtist, has been a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
A TRIAL THAI STOPPED SUDDENLY.
:
Mose Leflamrae. Single sale.
coast, enter'a'ning the assembly for the remainder of the game. Near the
Talbot Mundy.
Assault.
otherwise
Stanislaus.
John
!
If George R. Campbell,
end of the first half Pana took the ball
nearly two hours.
putLllU&n Ramsey and Joe Skerry. Adultery.
George R. Howe bas commenced for
on downs near their own | mown as Robert Campbell, had waited!
a
K-v and Mrs C 1 Spear, Mrs. James fri m Hebron
in the cellar and foundation
ting
before
of
field
a
14th
num
intil the
aud marched straight up the
July, 1897,
be; Besides the indictments,
large
crew
and
Rich
Ed
M. Mille'tand Dr C. L Buck will attend g"*l
Hill.
bouse on Pike
made
hie
and
and
of
ι
colt
been
entered
hie
way
bad
have
ook
gig
| >cr of appealed cases
with it. Tbey still
possession
"be convention of the State Sunday
the work. A well has already
Most of them <re doing
on Hebron's ten yard line when I rom what bad borne the label of home in ( η the criminal docket.
>ehi«l Association this week, as dele- the ball
Seen built, and water will be forced into
Dallas
to
of
ι
thus
he
town
The
Piamation,
the
half
indicted.
time for
] ire against the parties
Upton
robbing
expired,
gates from the Methodist Sunday School.
iho building by an electric pump.
i η stead of landing in Dallas on the 14:b ; | oilowing are against other parties:
them of a tine chance to score.
Geo. Β Crockett will attend from the
Mrs. Albert Thompson and Miss Maud
this
case
same
was
>f
in
the
sucb
Paris
;
June
The
year,
game put up by
Steve Moskus, applts.
John Wlskont and
are guests at W. W. WhitBaptist Sunday School, and Kev. A. T.
rhompson
For
< vould never bave
men
first
team
two
iu
Campthat
Hebron
happened.
and
j weeping
put
..k'o tnr ο ohnrt tim«
hefnrfl returndepositing.
Congregational
McVVborter from the
was a |
since
he
in
Ernest Ranker, applt.
lived
three
I
Illegal
transportation.
bad
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and
added
>ell
first
the
Upton
during
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Γ ΓΗΠΚ UWIWIU, af'l'it.
lierai tmuipuitatiuu.
op to tbeir home in Philadelphia. They,
rear old, and on the lutù day ol July, ι
more tiret team men in the last balf.
Frauds Tlbbette, applt.
Illegal transporta- with Mrs. Whitmareh, have recently re
The Seaeca Club meets this Mondav Most of the Pari» boys were the guests
S92, he became twenty-one yeare of age. L Ion.
a stay of some length at
evening with Mr·· Heidner on H'tfh >f the Hebron management at dinner f he had remained a resident of Upton ι .lûmes Me Arthur, applt. Illegal transporta ;urned from
km.
stark, Χ. Π.
The c osideratioo of hum.» cco- md remained to witness tbe Bowdoin
Street
or five years continuously after that,'
Anios Roberts, applt. Illegal transportation.
The young ladies of the high school
with program a* .' iHebron
mc* is continued,
late,he would have acquired what the law
Nuisance.
i'Hul l'rccoplo, applt
Academy game in tbe after
a hare and houud chase with
and depositing. ;nj iyed
follows:
noon.
eC'ignizee as a "pauper settlement" in, Willis Ladd, appit. Keeping
at the lake
Eliza Newell, applt. Assault.
supper at Freeman's Point
hat town, and unless that settlement
ϋ
Lai —"LHin'ts for II· upkeep rs"
Tbe make-up of the Paris Hi^b team
afternoon.
lhl Hathaway ts as follows: Clark,
Tuesday
:
Know YourCMM
I
âve
continuyears
right end; Curtis, *as later changed by
Saturday moroing, the civil cases as
Mrs Stewart
».
Rights for Parent an«l Chl!<i Mr».
Sixty men gathered at the Congrega>us residence in some other town withWheeler ngbt tackle: Whittle, right guard; Per
igtied being out of tbe way, aud no tri- looal
true the *pol'e<l Child
ball Friday evening
and
his
he
Eastaid,
>ut receiving
Un·· Tr'u—Selected
family'; ll in auy of them, work on the criminal 1 ind churcha dining
bam, center; Campbell, left guard;
fine banquet and social
enjoyed
Mr·». Morton, Mrs. Smiley, Mrs. Wilson man, left
have·
and
Edleft
vould
Thirteen prisoners
| (usinons was begun.
unquestionably
end;
legally
tackle; Pales,
iveniog. The menu consisted of grape
Mr. and Mr*. Thomas S. Barnes and wards, quarter back; Bonney, right half >eeo charges upon the town of Upton. rere brought in by the officers to be arcold bam, mashed potatoes, squash,
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Seymour
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At the close of the
1 lorted cake, etc.
Hebron 2d defeated Norway High iny witness could fix the date, he made , aigned fur tbe larceny of a watch and
evrnioK of Mr. Barnes' niece. Miss Oliv··
Rev. Mr. Bruce spoke briefly
he journey as mentioned, to Dallas j orty dollars in money, on tbe 27th of lanquet
School 33 to 0 at Hebron Wednesday.
II
man Barnes,to Mr. Chester Granville
work
1 )n the need of men in the church
'lactation, and there in October follow- ; (larch, 1015.
He pleaded not guilty.
Vbbott. The wedding was at the Wood·
>f the present time, and of the benefits
home and School Meeting.
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Barnes of ation at tbe vestry of Deering Memorial
f Mr. and Mrs. Qoiman M.
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Ρ rt and, and has been a frequent visitor I'hurcb Friday evening. Tbe special ob- official documents in the office of the , ,nd larceny, on tbe 3d of July, 1015. îrged
lext Sunday at the hour of Sunday
in South Paris.
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was no other speaking,
The remains of Mrs. Albion L Tubbs, ers and
and to present a 1er husband had agreed to stay and ,. irossed on motion of County Attorney ganized. There
superintendent,
he remainder of the evening being
wh.» died on Tuesday at her home in
health program. Mrs. Ε. X. Haskell, vork for her father, so that she could ] toli veau.
in a social manner. An improviss-*i!ner, Fia., were brought here on Sat- tbe president of tbe association, pre- tay in school and look after her mother
Albert St. Pierre of Rumford, charged ipent
ed bowling alley with stove wood for
urday. accompanied by Mr. Tubbs and sided.
vbo was not in good health, almost imritb breaking and entering the dwelling
and croquet balls furnished a lot of
t :. »ir f 'gier daughter, aud the fuaera!
Ventilation of school rooms and bed
nediately after the marriage ceremony | luuse of Jesse Ladd at Mexico in the pine
Ε. N. Swett and Verne
imusement,
··*** held Saturday at Deering Memorial
and
a
discussion
took
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of
"back
ie
rooms was tbe topic
they ( laytime of the 16th of December, 1015,
Upton,"
1 : ureb, attended
Rich appearing as the champion bowlby Rev. C. I. Spear. opened by Mise Franck, who dwelt prin- ived there the larger part of the time ileaded guilty.
irs.
The occasion proved very pleasant
The Tubbs family were fora number of
George Sparks of Newport, R. I.,
cipally upon the necessity for ventila- or the next few years.
of the kind are promised
y^-trs up to a few months since residents tion. Others spoke briefly.
Now the question at issue in the case Headed not gnilty to an Indiotment for ind more
in
was
vhen
the class is well organized.
<i South Paris, where Mr. Tubbs
"Tbe greatest cause of disease in this ι, did Robert Campbell, when be went j orgery of a bank check at Norway on
Myron Farnum is enjoying a two
usinées, and thev have many friends community" was said by Dr. D. M. rum Upton to Dallas iu June, 1897, af- | he 16th of August, 1015.
weeks' vacation from his duties with the
here. A sketch of Mrs. Tubb»* life ap- Stewart in bis talk to be ignorance—ig- er the death of his mother in February
Alex Riei of Mexico pleaded not
Co.
F' kM in the West Paris column of this norance of the laws of health and the receding, intend to abandon bis reel- , >uilty to an indictment charging assault i. L. Clark Drug
Dr. Harold M. Allen's wedding takes
issue.
he noted ience iu the town of Upton, and take up , m Charles Smith un the 18th of August,
proper care of tbe body. But
place at Lawrence, Mass., Wednesday,
He says he
new residence in Dallas?
The Grand Dea>oBstratioo Harvest that conditions in that respect are rap015.
it St. John's church. The bride is tbc
George W. Sbattnck of Pryeburg
Htnquet to be teld Tuesday evening, idly improving throughout the country, lidn't, and the town of Rumford, an inof Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Briggs of
daughter
in
But
of
Tiim
it.
backs
a
reduction
the
Universalin
of
.crested
an
indictment
Oct. 26, in the interest
up
«leaded not guilty to
and the results appear
party,
that oity. After the marriage Dr. Allen
is! parish promises to be one of the disease.
he town of Upton, also an interested ( ibarging assault upon Corridon T. Shortind bride will begin housekeeping in
•
finest social events ever held in the
Why we have colds" was to have jarty, declares that he left that town on , age, a deputy sheriff, at Pryeburg, oo )ne of the rents at Mrs. Barker's house.
church. All gentlemen of the parish been discussed by Dr. Wheeler, but as hat occasion without any intention of | be 7th of October, 1015.
John C. Shepard Is soon to move his
are requested to be present next Wedhe was not able to be present, tbere was returning. And that is the question.
Joseph Brideau and Arthur Piaber,
to Auburn, having taken a bouse
Eventually the wife whom be married | >oth of Rumford, pleaded guilty to tbp Family
nesday evening at 7:30 in the Sunday a brief and rather informal discussion
The many friends
3n Beacon Avenue.
η Dallas secured a divorce, and later he ] arceny of a graphopbone on tbe 4th of
School room t<· settle upon the final ar- by some of tbe audience.
îf the Shepards will deeply regret havÀ piano solo was played by Miss Nellie married another. In coarse of time this ^ugnst.
rangements. The Ladies1 Social Union
ing them leave Norway.
lecond wife fell Into distress in the town
will meet at 3 P. M. on important busi- Jackson in the course of the program.
Chester Williams of Peru pleaded not
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Sanborn and Ralph
>f Rumford, and an expense of some rutlty to an indictment charging him
ness connected with the Demonstration
with Elmer Campbell of South
Memorial
Notée.
Osgood,
her
the
incurred
ou
wns
Deering
held
behalf,
or
bt>
and
to
1700
and
and Hallowe'en party
1600
iritb breaking
larceny Paris as
entering
chauffeur, went to Meredith,
suit.
of
this
basis
Is
the
srhich
of
William
tbe
houae
at
Tbe
time
30.
η
tbe
pastor Sunday morning preacbed
evening of Oct.
night
S. H., Sunday.
The suit was brought by the town of Phioney in Peru.
In tbe evenon the subject, "Stayers."
John Harper of South Portland has
The Baptist Ladiee' Aid will hold
the town of Upton. It
Indicted
of
Rumford
on tbe second of the series on Fools
Maawk
Anton
against
Rumford,
ing
been visiting relatives here for a few
their annual sale on the afternoon and
and Modern, "The Rich Fool." tras tried at the last March term, and a 'or falsely pretending to be a priest, and
Ancient
days and left Monday morning on a fisheven'ng of \ov. 15th. Further notice
Next Sunday be will preach on the rerdict for the lefendant town was re- thereby securing one dollar for alleged
and hunting trip, wbioh be will enwill be given later.
Name* of commitThese services are turned. On exceptions the oase went to sbaritable purposes from a Polish worn- ing
"Stubborn Fool."
before returning to his work.
tees:
joy
exthe
sustained
which
followed
held in tbe auditorium and
by the law court,
in, pleaded goilty through an interpretMr. and Mrs. Dwinals and Mrs. DwiKooil—Mrs. Fred Bonney, Mr» Alton Ames, j
This
new
trial.
a
ordered
and
in
tbe
The
service
after
er.
vestry.
septions
Mr·». Mary Ju<tklns, Mr*. MeMe Jones, Mrs. I an
nals' mother, wbo bave been occupyins
Charles Howard of Peru pleaded not
Lester We< Mrs. Wm. Hlckey, Mrs. Α. Ο. | music is led by a chorus choir of young new trial began Wednesday morning.
the Hosmer honse on Beal Street, are
E.
A.
Stearns
and
Stevenson
aaie
of
and
B.
music
Live
for
James
Whe*l«*, Mrs. Jetwle Ames.
an
indiotment
to
evangelism
aingle
zuilty
A.
people.
soon to move to the rent in Mrs. J.
• «'tj—MIm Marion Everett, Mrs. Ma Hem
and
James
for
counsel
service·.
Rumford,
these
were
at
Peru.
characterize
eveoing
iquor
I
!->*w»y
Lovejoy's bouse, Pleasant Street, South
for UpWheeler
Alton
C.
and
in
oasea
will
be
held
Tues9.
defaulted
against
Bail
was
Miss
Wright
Tbe
Fl^raj
prayer meeting
Fancy—Mrs. F. A. HeMner,
Paris. Mr. Hosmer is to return to NorA jury was drawn, with care to Albert Paradis, Ed H. Peters and Daniel
ton.
March, Mr·». Koel Noyes. Mrs- J. H. Stuart, I day night instead of Wednesday.
r*
way and occupy bis house.
Ε win Spoffortl, Mr·. Margaret Dunn,'
Millett will represent the tee that no residents of Romford or Up- tfcCafferty.
James
Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Uccorl, Mrs. Frank Kimball
We are now getting some of the fine
at tbe State Sunday ton were allowed on it, but another little
School
Arthur
Mrs.
Tyler,
Joalah
Horr.
Surday
Apron—Mrs.
to wbioh we are certainly enweather
shall
Mr« Bert l>ean, Mrs. V\ m. Ran<l, Mrs. Ueorne School convention at Bath.
detail was overlooked, whioh
apafter the cold and rainy summer.
titled
were
the
Cutting, Mrs. Fred Kenlston, Miss Annie EdWhen
due
completdamages.
arraignments
Lester Wood and Rev. C. I. Spear will pear later, with
was an ideal October day and
wards, Mr*. Sarah Edwards. Mrs. Chas. KimThe taking of evidence dragged slowly ed, Louis Cohen of Rumford was placed Sunday
tall, Mrs. Anule Small, Mr». Luce lia Moitoo. attend tbe Epwortb League Convention
autumn foliage looked espea case appealed from the the bright
Wedin
trial
the
in
of
Mrs. Kva Dresner.
remained
what
day
Thursday through
at Lewision, Wednesday.
beautiful in the rays of a warm
M ualc—Miss Grace Dean.
cially
Pall·
had
made.
trial
Rumford
Court,
the
other
allegMunloipal
tbe
Sobool
Conwill attend
nesday, though
Sunday
loe Cream-Mrs. Lather HoiUs, Miss Ethel tbej
A drive or ride through the oonn·
1 snn.
It poialblt to eliminate considerable on· ;
7 nomas, Mrs. J. I. Murch.
(Continued on pace % ooluma 1.)
vention at Bath.
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Anna
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try

>acb

on

a day
pleasure

year ia a

gotten.

GET BID OP THOSE POISONS IN

at tbia time of tbi
tbat ia not aoon for

A Dumber from Harry Bast Poet ac
tbe invitation and met witl
Brown Po«t of Bethel on Saturday.
Misa Lilla York, who baa been atnying
at Camp Sabattna in Lovell, abot a good
sized deer at that place laat Monday.
Dr. Bradbnry and Mrs. B. L. Cowai
of Togna were the gneata of Mr. and
Mra. Jameson Finney for tbe werk-end,

cepted

Advertised letters and carda in Sontt

Paria poat office Oct. 18:

J. A. Kenjîet, P. M.

daughter.

In Waterford, Sept. 30, to the wife of Hiram
F. Holt, a »on.
In North Hartford, Oct. 5, to the wife of Olcetne Fuller, a daughter.
In Andover, Oct. II, to the wife of Edward

RHEUMATISM AND ALLIED PAINS
—THE Y MUST GO!
Pratt, Jr., a daughter.
In South Pari*, Oct. 17, to the wife of Wllber
Tbe congestion of tbe blood in its fl
L. Swan, a daughter.
Liniment
Sloan's
causée pain.
penetrates to tbe congestion and starts tbe
Married.
blood to flow freely. Tbe body's warmtb
is renewed; the pain is gone. Tbe "man
In Buckfleld, Oct β, by Rev. F. M. Lamb. Mr.
neuralbas

rheamatiem,

wbo

other pain and

drowning

man

refusing

a

rope."

Why

suffer. Get a bottle of Sloan's. 25c
and 50c. $1.00 bottle hold six times ai
much as 25c. size.

The first victim of the bunting season
in Maine was Jules T. Oademeulin »>1
Red Beach, N. J., who was shot in the
leg by the accidental Jiscbarge of a gun
in the bands of a companion wbo wae
walking behind him. It was at Sebois
Bridge tbat the accident happened, and
tbe man was taken to tbe hospital at
Bangor, where bis leg was amputated,
but be died from tbe effects of the injury. He was 47 years of age.

«

j
j

of Mackinaws

years.
In S ffner, Fla., Oct. 12. Mrs. Mary Ann (Klne71 years.
ley), wife of Albion L. Tubbs, aged

who think

Street, South Parie.
42-44

DOUBT DISAPPEARS.
No One in Sonth Paris Who Has
Bad Back Shonld Ignore This
Double Proof.

We are satisfied with every one of them, and hope
every one of them will find a particular man for an owner.
It is not much to our advantage to sell Mackinaws to men

Tenement To Let
Reasonable rates.
Inquire at 35 High

One way to relieve habitual constipation Is to
take regularly a mild laxative. Doan's Reguleta
recommended for this purpose. 25c a box at
all drug stores.

with

FOR SALE.

Nice in

[dividual. Good breeding.

Alpine Street, South Paris, says: "I
suffered from pains in the small of my
back and if I stooped for any length of
time, it was bard for me to straighten.
I noticed tbat tbe kidney secretions were
unnatural and irregular in passage. I
got Doan'e Kidney Pills at Howard's
Drug Store and after I had used three
boxes, tbe trouble disappeared."
OVER TWO YEARS LATER. Mr.
"I haven't had the slightMerrill said:
est sjmptom of kidney trouble since
Doan'e Kidney Pills benefited me. I
can't sav too rrrch in praise of this med-

icine."
Price 50o, at al1 dealers. Don't simply
auk for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
Kidney Pills—tbe same tbat Mr. Merrill
bad. Foeter-Milburn Co., Props., Buf-

October is

far

now

put oft*attending

to

enough

It would do you
these garments.
Whether it be
for the

you should

not

longer

over-garments.
one

you

of each of

we are

for Girls and

for Men and Women

anxious

for

Boys

Very

$5.00

Latest

up to

Styles

to

cheaper

this

season.

James N. Favor, EEi'SlZ""
MAIN

STREET,

new

fall

styles

are

we

26c

Large Boys

at our

WAISTS of the

Organdie,

white

popular

grey

We have epoken of only
waists we offer for 98c.

a

few to grive you

idea of the

an

WAISTS FOR $1.25 of white collar trimmed with laces, sleeve
beauti- trimmed with tucks and German Val
Jap silk, washable, one i-tyle
collar and cuffs lace.
embroidered,
fully

hemstitching, another style
hemstitching and tucks.

a

complications

low

MIDDY BLOUSES has long
WAISTS of Pique striped Voile, sleeves, some are all white, others
have flannel collar, excellent for
a beautiful material, has the two way
school
wear.
buttons.
collar, crochet

has

,

WAISTS FOR $2.98 of crepe·
de-chene and messaline silk in very

WAISTS FOR $ 1.9S, SPECI AL attractive styles, many have two way
VALUE of crepe-de-chene, front collar, neatly trimmed with tuck·.

beautifully

broidery,

tucks, has

trimmed with solid

kroile, front
fine Swiss

and

hemstitching
fancy buttons.

WAISTS FOR

a

neatly

em-

fine

of fine
trimmed with

$1.98

embroidery

I

WAISTS for
with satin

1

stripe,

$3 98,

new

the very beat

has two way collar.

ity,

WAISTS for

and Venice in beautiful

lace, finished with tucks,

two way trimmed

$4.50

of

coloring, collar
with plain silk.

tafleta

qual

plaid silk

and cuffs

LADIES' FALL AND
WINTEB COATS
A choice assortment to show you

trial.

$1.00

AT THE PHARMACY OF

and

hardly

what

we

Chas H Howard Co

have

a

pictured

one

for

only $7.50.

• io.co,
$18

00,

day

new

the

Other

The

approval

collar and cutVof Swiss embroidery.

NORWAY.

Neglect

60c

some on

beautifully trimmed with Swiss flannel, shirt stjle, has high or
embroidery and German Val lace, collar, a splendid school waist.

We sell more of it than of all other cough syrups combined.
It is extremely pleasant to the taste. Each bottle contains more
We guarantee
than most cough remedies sold at the same price.
are facts that
these
All
back.
it to relieve your cough, or money

give

does

WAISTS of colored striped MaWAISTS of White Mercerized
worn
dras
be
in blue, lavender and grey, has
can
Poplin, has collar that
two
button.
hae
way collar.
fancy
high or low neck,
WAISTS of

Rexall Cherry Bark Cough Syrup

should decide

Writing

ever.

front

Relieve the discomfort, and avoid the serious
neglected cough often leads to, by using

a

than

SPECIAL VALUES, WAISTS 08c

COUGH

it

prettier

shall be pleased to send

has

you to

M OR WAV. MAINE.

expense.

F. H. Noyes Co.

Don't Dare

Long.

THE TUCKER HARNESS STORE
is the best place to buy a horse blanket because you will find the largest
Common burlap stable blanket» are a little
assortment and lowest prces.

waists,

and Girls

Show

erT»°8

Early

to Blanket Your Horse

not do them j ustice, you ought to see them to fully appreciate
their attractiveness and their value. When in want of

$3.00 up to $10.00

PARIS,

South Paris.

:

Before His Hair Gets

The

$20.00

Overcoats for Small and

Square,

Shirt Waists

Overcoats and Rain Coats

SOUTH

Pays

It

Boys

$4.00 to $5.50

$10.00

Some of the

31 Market

ΟΙ

Mackinaws

for Men and Women

$4.00

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

50c to $2.50

$6.00

Mackinaws
up to

EASTMAN & ANDREWS

Sweaters

Sweaters
60c up to

so

are interested in
OURS.
YOU
of SHOYVIMG

one or more

opportunity

advanced

harm to possess

no

We want you to call.

Norway, Maine.

wants in these

your

Boy's Mackinaws $4.00 and $5.00

The Dennis Pike Agency,

Sweaters, piaofcinaws, Overcoats, Bain coats.

tailors'

Mackinaws that you would not hesitate to pay Ten Dollars
for in the city store. And step by step the price advances
up to the height of elegance, $9.00.

never failing springs.
stable,
ing 1 1-2 story, six rooms, ell,
All
cattle barn, hennery and workshop.
repair. I
buildings are right up in good
from R. R. I
This property is only 5 miles
of general store.
mile
1
within
station,
1 horse, hay
Owner will include 6 cows,
Bargain.
and farming tools at $2200. a

BLUE STORES

merchant

to

A nobby Mackinaw, a crack-a jack, to use a slang
phrase, and it is no: match-d in the c>ty stores for that
price, and at that price we sh >w m iny colors. A couple
of dollars more brings you face to face with a line of

$2000.

4<nf

equal

At $5.00

Conceded by a former resident to be |
201
the best trade in town of Sumner.
20 tons A1
acres smooth tillage, cutting
standard
trees to
hay, orchard of 175
14 head,
varieties, 40 acres pasture for
Buildings: dwell-

falo. Ν. Y.

almost

are

products.

Pulp,

400 Cords Wood

enduring good shape and wear
It is worth while and worth money to
buying clothes, for well tailored, ready·

slows in the

mtde garments

Does your back ever ache?
42tf
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Backacbe is sometimes kidney ache.
FOR SALE.
With it may come dizzy spells.
Or to let for hie keep, a good family
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days.
horse. Gentle, kind, easily kept in good
Distressing urinary disorders.
condition.
enbeen
have
Pills
Doan'e Kidney
C. F. HAMMOND, M D,
dorsed by thousands.
The Beeches, Paris Hill, Maine.
42
at
bome.
bere
recommended
Are
Tou bave read South Paris proof.
110 Acre Farm,
Read now the South Paris sequel.
No. 418.
Renewed testimony; tested by time.
and

We have Mackinaws

will do."

"anything

lot of conscientious work put into them, and many
not a stitch shows.
This work costs money, and

of the garment.
be pa ticular in

JARVIS M. THAYER.
Sunnycroft Farm,
Pari·, Maine.

IrviDg Merrill, stationary engineer,

a

places
its goodness

registered

Also
five week» old.
Holstein bull, 12 months old.

Pige

a

a

Great Stock

Died.

are

j

»

We Have

dlsflgurlng skin eruptions, scrofula, pirn·
In Norway, Oct. 13, Mrs. Perils R. Bradbury,
pies, rashes, ctc are due to Impure blood, llurdock Itlood Bitters as a cleaning blood tonic, li aged £0 years.
at
all
stores.
In Norway, Oct. 9, George W. Doughty, aged
wed recommended. $1.00

—

j

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Mort

Doan'e Ointment Is recwon't remove them.
ommended for Itching, bleeding or protruding
at
50c
any drug store.
plies.

large variety of kinds

a

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.,

Mr
In Frveburg. Oct. 11, bv Rtv Β. N. Stone
Lloyd È. Llbby and Ml·· Elvira Pendexter,
both of Denmark.
In Old Town, Oct. 9, by Rev. Fr. Scott, Mr.
Alton V. Richardson of Hethel and MU· Susa
Frances Mansell of Old Town.

Itching piles provoke profsnltv but profanity

country

the sale of

prices ranging from 20c to 35c.

at

Uarpswell.

j,

--

We have

Gerald Oldham of South Parle and Mlee Rota·
mond Lunt of Ellsworth.
In Portland, Oct.fi, by Rev. Alexander Wis.
wall of U\bridge, Ma*·., Mr. Thomas Smiley
an·! Ml#· Minerva B. Frencbrbotb of Portland.
In Sweden, October 10, by Rev G. Vf. S!a« of
Waterford, Mr. Mark E. Perry of Sweden and
M Us Cora Slay Perk In* of Portland.
In Norwav, Oct. 1Î, by Rev. H. L. NlchoU, Mr.
Virgil E. Dunn and Misa Ethel F. Upton, both
of Norway.
Λ1In Bethel, Oct. 12, Mr. Henry Rugg of
bany and Mrs Evelyn Coburn.Fred J. Tlbbette
In Berlin, Ν. H.. Oct. 10, Mr.
of
of Bethel and Mr·. Lizzie V. Purlngton

fails to keep
Sloan's Liniment in tbeir home is like a
or

pushing

the

over

Coffee, the National Beverage

Id Wilson'· Mill·, θα. 9, to the wife of Boland
Ripley, a daughter.
In Wilson'· Mill·, Oct. 9, to the wife of Arthur
Llttlehale, a tin.
In Gllead, Oct. 9, to the wife of Earl Jordan, a

A brand new stock of winter clothing
and furnishings waiting for yon. Call
in.—F. H. Noyes Co.

gia

are

Born.

Gothic—Tbe very latest arrow oollar,
just ont. We have it. Come in and sec
it, a new idea.—F. H. Noyea Co.

or woman

When Merchants all

earache, toothache, palni, oornt, acalda,
•ore throat, try Dr. Thoma·' Eclectic OU, a
splendid remedy for emergencies

Kphralm Johnson.
Hyerson.

National Coffee Week?

For

Mr·. Lottie G. Robert*.
Mr*. Geo. W. Wilbur.
William

Do Tou Enow That This is

TOUR STSTEM!

Too will find Dr. King*· New Life
Pill· » mnit Bskiafftctorj laxative in releasing the poison· from your system.
Accumulated waste and poisons can·®
Dirmanifold ailments unless released.
tiness, spots Before the eye·, blftckness
and ft miserable feeling generally ftre Indications that yon ne^ Dr. King's New
Life Pille. Tftke ft dose to-night and
yon will experience great relief by morning. 25c.

in

goes

arrivals.
a

Coats for

by,

but

Notice

pretty mixture

$5 98, $7

$13.50, $13.50,

50,

$1500,

$JO.CO.

7ιStore

Souill Paris

Maine

CASTOR IA For Infants and Chadrsii. ®eajst^.®
CMtm*«
III Klid ÏH Him Ajvi)S Bougkt

~~

Norway,

Maine

DISPLAY

MILLINERY
OF

Fall and Winter Hats
Call and look them

You

over.

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,
South Paris, Maine.

The Perfection Completes

Your Shaving Outfit
match—the Pei fection

TOUCH
glows in response. In five mina

utes the bathroom is

as warm as

toast

Why endure cold, damp and chilly
weather when this inexpensive
little portable fireplace is always
ready to make things cozy and
in bedroom,
the house.

warm

over

batliroom—all

Imp·.

white
Cover the dinner table with
crepe paper cloth having a silhouette
border of witches, cat· and other symbol»; in the center of the table stand a
"wishing well," made of black card
board placed above a glass plateau that
resemble· water, and when tbe hostess
raise· the bucket with thé old aweep It
contains a love token for eaoh guest. A
black satin ribbon two inchea wide rune
from under tbe well to each black and
white, striped service plate of cabiet
fashion. Little half-pumpkins hold the
olive· and radishes," while little black
pots, witch's cauldrons, hold the ealted
nuts.
Perched on tbe rim of each water
glass, by way of a place card, are silhouettes of witches tor tbe men, tbe name
being written across her skirt in white
ink, and cats for tbe women, with the
White
Dame written about the collar.
wooden candlesticks, with black and
white striped candles, are shaded with
iii tie empire shades of white paper with
the silhouette figures running around
them. Above the table there is a white
silk inverted parasol, with a drooping
fringe of the silhouette symbols interspersed with tiny yellow pumpkins. In
the parasol are appropriate Halloween
souvenirs. Each ia attached to a little
black satin ribbon that has a bow tied at
the end, which droops over and below
tbe silhouette fringe.
The guests are requested to come
gowned in black and white magpie coetuipee, the only touch of color allowed
being a little pumpkin yellow; they are
to appear as much like silhouette figures

possible.

Tbe usual Halloween games are played after dinner, followed by general
dancing to which others besides tbe
dinner guest· are invited.
The menu ehould follow tbe black
and white idea, as far as it Is practical,
in the way of garnishes, jellies and so
OD ; the one offered as a suggestion may
aid in planniug a party of this kind.

Costs noth-

It is smokeless and odorless.
ing when not in use but is always ready
to make your house the home of cheer.

M arm

Gnome Cocktails
Black Marble Canapes
Witch's Gruel
Deviled Fish

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK
BUFFALO

witchea, broom·, half-moons, and

as

The Perfection is clean, convenient, easily carried wherever you want it. Ten
hours of comfort from a gallon of oil.

(Principal

A Mighty Workman.
Mrs. McTnvish (to neighbor)—Is It
to the ladle* true that your Jock startlt to work in
Oorraspondenee on topic· of Interact
Mrs. Christie
le soQclted. Address : Editor HOKmiURt' the pit last Monday?
South
Put·, Me
Democrat,
Cold mm. Oxford
(her face glowing with pride)—Quite
true. Airs. M.. aud, what's malr, I see
A Silhouette Party.
by the papers that there's been twa
To decorate the bouse for this unusual thousand mail· tone o' coal shipped last
comand
flower·
choose
yellow
party,
week than ever has been before! I aye
bine them with wheat apraya and tie
eaid Jock had the makln's o' a guid
with black ribbon·. Tbe only Illuminacollier!—London Globe.
tion should be from pumpkin lanterna
and those of white paper with black
ailbouette figure· on them of cat·, bata,
Fire· In Holland.
a

will be welcomed.

Bowker Block,

HOMEMAKERS1 COLUMN.

Stations)

Barnyard Pheasant, Baked Tomato
Glazed Sweet Potatoes
Mystery Salad
Hidden Joy in a Frozen Set

ALBANY

BOSTON

Coffee

iLIJj

The Goome cocktail is made principally of fruit. Halve and seed enough
white grapes to till two cups; add one
cup of grapefruit pulp having carefully
removed all the whire skin from it, two

Look for the

Triangle

tablespoonfuls fine-chopped

Trademark.

preserved

in many
styles and sizes
at all hardware
and general
stores, and

two

Poster.

ward PanaHi» h*3t
mt-Paci/ic Expo+itiam

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

i\w ■ J/V ο

devil's food

W. J. WHEELEfl & CO.,
South Paris.

jtOl Λd·*/1
If

MV^KLMs)!
Jtl

κΠηι?ι\ίΓ
JEWsf
JLT^j νί

1 2 cup butter
1-2 cup granulated eu/ ar
1 2 cup sifted brown sugar
1 ounce melted chocolate
2 egg-yolks
1 2 cup mulaeses
1 4 cup cream
1-4 cup milk
2 cups flour
1 2 teaspoon soda
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25 per square
1 2 teaspoon cinnamon
1 4 teaspoon cloves
SOLD ONLY BY
1-4 teaspoon mace
2 egg whites
Bake <u a sheet and cover with marshmallow Ailing; or cover with a boiled
Maine (rosting to which when cold marshmal·
South Paris,
lows cut in quarters are stirred.

Higb grade and
Economical

^ ^ax'm ^ ^on

Pittsburgh

UABSIIMALLOW FI M.I NO

Perfect Fence
ο·τ»

THE BEST WIRE
FENCE MADE!

price we have bought a full car load
PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE

12 large ripe tomatoes
2 onions
3 green peppers
2 tablespoons sugar
which we shall receive before May 1st. This is an electric
2 tablespoons salt
2 cup* vinegar
welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs no
1 tablespoon cinnamon
Teel tomatoes and onions and chop,
more than the inhuman barbed wire fence which so many
separately very fine; add peppers chopped, and other ingredients, except the
times injures your stock.
spice, ajd cook ono hour and a half. Add
the cinnamon at the last. Spioe, espeStock fonce runs from 32 inches to 68 inches in
cially if cooked with the tomatoes, darkfence in any height desired.
ens the product.

very low

οf the

height,

poultry
and

bought very low by taking
shall make our price accordingly.
we

a

full

car

load

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLO.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH

sation is longer and flatter."—Philadel-

phia Ledger.

A Pitched Battle.
"From the viewpoint of an innocent
bystander," philosophically remarked
the old codger, "I believe that the
keenest competition I know of occurs
when two chronic dys|>eptlcs get to-

gether and compare their symptoms."
—Judge.
War Lances.
The war lance of the middle ages
The
was about sixteen feet long.
present day lauce rarely exceeds elev-

en

feet.

There is no greater delight than to
lie conscious of sincerity on self exnminution.—Mencius.
United State·

Map

for ι Cent.

School teachers who are not familliir
with the many and various maps published by the United States Geological
Survey will be interested to learn of a
small map of the United States which is
sold by tbat bureau at the nominal price
of 1 cent. This map shows rivers, lakes,
state boundaries, state
capitals, and
principal cities, but not the less important features, whose numerous names
and symbols tend to create obscurity
and confusion. This map does not show
heights or mountain ranges. It measures about 8 1 2 by 12 inches and its
scale is 269 miles to 1 inch. Five copiée
of the map are sold for 3 cents if an order for them is included in any order
for maps amounting to 13.
The Survey publishes also maps of the
United States on larger scales, one on a
scale of about 100 miles to 1 inch for δ
cents retail, and one on a scale of about
110 miles to 1 inch, with contours to
show relief, or without contours, for 15
The wholesale prices for
cents retail.
these maps are 3 cents and 9 cents, re-

PARIS.

CASTORIA fw Infants and Ciiildrae.
Til KM Yn Han Alms hwtt

MAINE.

Bears the

*-

/fff J

HOW TO BE EFFICIENT.
Nothing sap· the vitality like kidney
trouble. It causes backache, headache,
stiff jointe, 8or« muoclee, "always tired"
feeling, rheumatism and other Ills. To
be efficient, you muet be healthy. Foley Kidney Pills strengthen tbe kidney*,
belp them do their work of filtering out
from the system
tbe waste matter
that causes the trouble.—A. E. Sburtleff
Co., S. Parla.

Visitor—Bobby, did the doctor
you had any pronounced lllnese?
Bobby—Yeseum, but I couldn't
uounce

it.

say
pro-

TWO CHILDREN HAD CROUP.
The two children of J. W. Nix, Cleveland, Ga., had croup. He writes: "Both
got so choked up they could hardly
breathe. I gave tbem Foley's Honey
and Tar and nothing else and it completely cured them." Contains no opiates. Cuts the phlegm ; opens air passages.—A. E. Sburtleff Co., S. Paris.

1 1-2 cups brown sugar
1 4 cup butter
14 cup boiling water
3-4 lb. marshmallows
12 teaspoon vanilla
Mother (who is teaching ber child tbe
Cook the sugar, butter and water to a
«oft-ball degree. Melt the marshmallows alphabet)—Now dearie, what comes after R?
over boiling water; add to the first mixChild—Whiz!
ture and beat until thick enough to
spread, then beat in the vanilla and use.
PREACHER WAS LAID UP.
Cover the top of the cake with boiled
Rev. C. M. Knighton, Havanna, Fla.,
frosting made of three-fourths a cup of
HUgar, one-fourth cup boiling water and writes: "For three months I suffered
intense pain in the kidneys and back
the white of one egg.
which at timea laid me up entirely. I
UABSHMALLOW FBOSTINO
used 11-2 bottles Foley Kidney Pills and
1 cup sugar
f
all tbe pain disappeared. I feel as if 20
1 4 cup boiling water
years bad been added to my life." Re2 egg-whites
lieves
rheumatism, backache, sore
1-4 lb. marshmallows
muscles, stiff joints.—A. E. Sburtleff
1-2 teaspoon vanilla
S.
Paris.
Co.,
CHILI SAUCE

Remember

♦

Settlement
of Property, but
of Principle

It Was Not

r

a

*

··

?

By EDITH V. ROSS

COB3 PUDDING

1 1-2 tablespoons cornmeal
1 4 cap cold milk
1 cap rcalded milk
12 teaspoon salt
12 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon batter
1 cap ooro palp
1 egg, well beaten
Stir the cornmeal with the cold milk,
then stir and oook in the hot milk until
the mixture thickens; add the other ingredients and turn into a baking dish,
suitable for the table. Set on folds of
' paper in a srcond dlsb, surround with
boiling water and let cook until the cen· '
ter is firm.

Even the

man

who thinks twice be-

fore he marries does a lot of tall

ing afterward.

think-

HOW AN ENGINEER KEEPS WELL
Railroad engineers are more exposed
to catching cold than other workers. Ε
G. Dunuaphant of Monette, Mo., has run
a Frisco engioe 25 years and all tbe medicine he baa taken Is Foley's Honey and
Tar. He writes: "I always keep It in
my house and recommend It to all who
have a bad cough or cold."—A. E.
Sburtleff Co., S. Paris.
After eating the heart of a watermei
on a youngster announced, "That heart
was pretty good, now I want a
piece of
tbe liver."
Citrolax
CITBOLAX

We cannot Judge of the whole by a
part. To say that becuuse some peoples are liot tilted to govern themselves

fitted to govern themlion sequltur—that Is, the

I

Because some women are so interested
In home, husband and children that
they do not care to take part in politics we are nut Justified in assuming
that women had much better let pollDifferences of opinion, of
tics alone.
fituess. are the wheels of progress. Δ
of one mind on all subjects be-

|

are

selves is a
conclusion does not follow the

premise.

Best

thing

for

oonatipation,

sour

stom-

ach, lacy liver and sluggish bowels.
Stops a sick headache almost at onoe.
Gives a most thorough and satisfactory
Hushing—no pain, no nausea. Keeps
your system cleansed, «weet and whole·
lome.
Aak for Citrplax.—A. S. Sburtleff Co., S. Parla.

Range
Makes Cooking Easy!

people

stagnant
Elsie Marlieson was an example of a
girl who was tempted to cuter the fray
for the rights of women without fitShe was a lovable créa
ness therefor.
ture, very feminine and not especially
in a scholarly way. At any rate,
comes

Atherton Furniture Co., Norway

gifted

while In college she had received the
possible rat big, especially In
She was neither an otlicer of her

lowest

logic.

difference.

same

i'hn

uit(H

"thoro

lu

nno

to consider before our
matter on which my heart
is set. upon which you se«u to be indifferent. but which Is liable to make
trouble unless there is a distinct understanding while we are still free."
"There is nothing to settle before
mutter

for

marriage,

us

a

"And act upon them?"
"Of course."
"That's lovely of you. 1 didn't think
vou would be so liberal."
"I'll be more liberal yet If you like
I'll coach you on the arguments per
taiulng to the cause you are to advocate."
-win

your

"Certainly."

"When shall we begin?"
"Any time—now If you wish It"
"Very well: mention some of the
main arguments."
This was very mean of him. He had
no business to lead her into such a
trap. Having embarked In a struggle
to wrest from man the rights of wornfen. she now signified her reliance on
mau by accepting his services to instruct her as to how to go about her
work.
"Man." he said, "when left to himself. without woman's influence, becomes brutal.
Ergo, he has in him the
nature of a brute, which can only be
kept in subjection by bis wife. See Τ

The conclusion to this argument was
somewhat startling.
Elsie could not
follow it all ut once, so again she took
refuge in α side issue.
"Please don't use that word 'SeeT
Why not say, 'Do you understand
"
me?'

"Just so.
I think it will be admitted by any woman who is or has been
married that keeping her husband in

subjection requires a lot of time. Then
there is the household to look after,
and the children, and a lot of othei

things"—
"I thought

you were going· to give
me arguments in favor of the emancipation of women. You are proceeding
to prove that a wife Is too busy looking after her domestic affairs to"— Sh«
hesitated.
"To keep her husband In subjection?".
"How absurd!"
"If you don't like that argument I'll
give you another. I presume you studled political economy while In college.
"Yes, Indeed, and It made me a free
trader."
It was now the man's turn to be
startled.
He had not been able to
fathom the free trade-protection problem himself, and be was impressed
that Elsie had succeeded in doing so.
"You know." be went on, "that the
old political economy of · half α century ago has all been upset bj mod-

big business."

"Has it?"
"Yes, but it still holds good In imal)
circle»—the family, for Instance. You
know that the theory of the free tradei
is that each community produces what
it is best fitted to produce, the wholi
going Into the general market and each

community sellinf what It

fitted. *9

Lightning

the household and the children. When
the husband breaks In on his wife's
prerogatives lie's monkeying with the
huzztuiw."
What a horrid way
"Oh. heavens!
of

Double

putting

gallon

1

me

ρικκπη^

is

in

E.

C.

TOLMAN

Agent for the

Concrete Blocks,
Wood Fiber

»·»<«.'.·.*·

«Τ

WANTED.

C. E. TOLMAN

Tlnme on a farm (or boy, age 14, to
work board and chance to attend echool.
Good health and used to (arm work.
Address W. L. VVHEKLKR,
South Paris, Maine
Lock box 1)1
4>4>

Ge neral Insurance
PYTHIAN

NOTICE.
The euliacrllier hereby give* notice t
been <luly appointed executrix <>( 1
will and testament of
HABRI80N8. HOWARD,late of li ι
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased. Λ
having demande ag ilnat the cxt.it·' of
ceaaca are desire·! to present the «am· ;
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are r·
to make payment Immediately.
MAKIIOS L.HOWW
Sept. Slat, 1913.
40-42

t_
than bread and butter
At

hait

—

when the bread is made

from William Tell Flour.
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
^filled by a special process,

William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.

"1 do t.ilnk." she said, looklm: up ui
him with a pair of soft brown eyes,
"that you use the funniest ariruments
1 ever heard."
"They will be plenty good enough
when we are married
"IIow is that?"
"There arruonly two arguments which
fount for much between man aud worn
an.
Her U»st argument is tears; his is
kisses."

(26)

William Tell
Flour

34 45

33

O.

TOLMAN
AOEST FOB

Edison Diamond Disc

Phonographs

and

WANTED.

With that he drew her toward him
and kissed her
There Is uo record as to Mrs. Winston's services In the euuse of the
amelioration of the condltloti of worn
en.
Winston Is not reliable In his tes
tlmony. and what he says should be
say: "A man is a· strong
iakeu with a grain of salt, lie declares
as his stomach"
that whenever there Is an election he
Seldom do you find a weak man with
and Ills wife are on opposite sides and
a strong stomach, or a strong man with
the result Is a pair.
Yon haven't any
stomach.
However this may be. the Wlustons a weak
'stomach" for fighting, or working,
are a very happy couple, and a tine
when it goes hack on you. Keep your
crop of children are growing up nbout
stomach well and strong with "L. F."
Mr. Winston's statement that
them.
A.twood's Medicine, and you will keep
It is better not to try to cross a bridge ; free of indigestion, dyspepsia, sick headbefore reaching it has turned out to be ! ache, biliousness, and other ills that
true.
At any rate, the family differ:ome from a weak stomach.
Hrcwer, Maine.
ences are settled amicably from day to
Dear Sirs:—
F." Atwood's MediI have tttken the
day.
cine for year» and consider it one of the best
remedies in the world. A few year» ago I
The Coffee Cup In Persia.
bad a bad stomach and liver trouble. Am
The expression "to give u cup of coÇ; now
entirely :ured by use of "L. F.V
fee" hns in Persia a somewhat oml-1
0. Mitchell Harrison.
nous signllicam-e.
This is «lue to the I
ζ. 35c bottle at your nearest

IN THE ARMY

|

j

Records.

J.

Bean

SOUTH PARIS

uccompunled by his two young sous.
For a week they were royally enter

talned. But at last one morning when
the chief came luto his host's presence
he was coldly received, and an attend
ant soon stepped forward with a single
cup of coffee In his baud, which he offered to the guest.
The latter could
not fail to understand that be was
doomed. Preferring, however, steel to
poison, he declined the cup and was

I have both

village

:rty, also high grade

I ^oaus
>

and

tively.

They

Examination
«■

carefully

nade.
<

f titles

a

specialty.

Pwenty years' experience

in

title

vork.

gently

NOTICE.

The subecrttier hereby give.* noilo i-n'·
has been duly appointed administratrix ul tt
estate of
CORA M. KVERKTT, late of I'ur
In the County of Oxford, decoam I, an ; glv
■>v 1 ·'
bonds a.- the law directs.
All |>er-··>·demands ;igaln*t the estate of sal ! '<··
u
are desired to present the same for
and all Indebted thereto are requestc t. πια*·1
>

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

Barn for Sale.

particulars Inquire of

COL. EDWARD T. BROWN
or

GKORQE II. AT WOOD

Parla, Main·, Sept. 26,1015.

89 U

payment Immediately.
September 21st, l'J15.
M 42
MARION J. EVKKKTT

OCULIST

OVER 65 YEARS'

Will be at bia Norway office over C. P.
Rldlon'i grocery «tore Friday, Sept. 24,

EXPERIENCE

and tbe last Friday of eacb follnwiug
month.
Portland office, 548 1-2 Concrete Street.
Sttf

and North Star. Leave
franklin wharf, Portland, Tueaday, Thursday
ind Saturday at β: 00 p. m.

Steamrhlpa Northland

boston ajid Portland line.

Steamtblps Ray State and Gov Dlnijey.
Frank'la wharf, Portland, week daya at
Λ) ρ m. Returning, leave Boston week daya
it 7:00 p. m.
.care

INTERNATIONAL LINE.

Steamships Calvin Austin and Gov. Cobb,
-eav· Portland Monday, Wednesday and Prlat 5 00 p. m. tor kaatport, Lubec and St.
lay
lobn.

Thp Paris Hill Country Club offers for
ale the barn on its grouuda at Paria Hill,

I 'or

supplied

only by

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE.

and farm prop·
bonds for sale

investments

M

headache, biliousness, piles
by
usually

AIMhe-Way-by-Water

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

at a signal from hie boat,
stabbed to death.

ili£n»e from the lion

5texcu&fftdet£ie&>

Real Estate
and Securities EASTERN STEAMSHIP UNES

thereupon,

a

A line selection oi Records
In stock. Come in and
listen
them.

Portland. Me.

[fastings

I'urxuunt to

Ε. Herrlck, Judge of I'rubate for the t.'ouni
Oxford, on Saturday, the tub day of Kovetui
1915, at 9:30 o'clock In the forenoon on Hie pr·
l«ct of the Samuel It. Hradford p'ace In II· t»r·.

always

Buy

•L. F." MEDICINE CO*

(Juardlan's Sale of

REAL ESTATE.

I thall rel· at rubUc auction t'io It··»I Kstate
Μ. Κ lien Urndfurd, m person of unbound mind.
Said real estate I·* situated on th·· rot·! lea
lug from West Mlnot to Hebron Station an
about two aii'ι one-hilf mil· β from each pla·
and con»l*ls of the following |·λιc< I -, <k\-< r!l
Η» followFarm consist* of about l.'iO acre·*, well <11 ν 1·Ι·
In partnre and Ullage with pasture for aliout
head of cattle, orchard pro luce* ubout llio t>!
bull- lag*
with rw
to
applet per y-ar
ηίΐικ water, woo I for home use. Iiarn will tic
cowh and 4 hordes, eel ar under barn, one λι·>
one-half «tory house with 9 room-·, niable n.
barn all counected, 2 heu liou-e», cream t"
Also one cottag·- house with ell and abed,
nlng water In house, about one iter·· f
Alio four other ptrcei* of land, one of l"o am
ené of li) acres and two I.Vicc lot».
At the name time an place I ►hall sell tbe f<
and
Bick
lowing denerlbed personal property bel ηjîI.
said estate:
inaccaused
bad breath are
Farming tools consisting of 1 corn harv· -'.
Get a box of llcxall
tive bowels.
horse rake, mowlnir machine, wheel liarr. «
act
and'efTcoOrderlies
separator und power, hay tedder, sulkj
swing c' urn, bauer worker, creamer mi
Sold
us at 10 cents.
m 11k can·», express w gon, 1 act double harm
Chat. H. Howard Co.
1 «et light «led··, i puna». grindstone, 1
\ larg·
boxe#.
lot «.f Household Furn)t>i.·
About
30 tonn of hay, ft Mil*, of vinegar, I pair
NOTICE.
lb»., t; and >
gray hor e*—weight about
old. A large am >unt of other article·. Tim
in the District Court of the United Stales for th
I farm !
a
to
Brand
g
of
In
District
Maine.
buy
opportunity
Bankruptcy.
location. Sale porltlve. I.unrh it noon.
)
In tbe matter of
I
M
I
I.I
Uuardlai
Κ.
Ci
KO
In
RUE
ΚΤΓ,
IRWIN B. LOWE
Bankruptcy
J
llAKLUW Λ TIIUHMTUN, Auctioneers.
of Parla, Bankrupt. )
4<U2
To the creditor* of Irwin R. Lowe In thCounty of Oxfon! and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby riven that on the Kth day of
October, A. D. 1915, tbe said Irwin B. Lowe,,
The eubscrlbcr hereby glvm notî«-t· «h»t «ft··
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
1
meeting of his creditors will be held at the bue been <luly ap|H>lnte<l η Intalati ttrti
office of the Referee, No. H Market Square, Soutb estate of
l'art·.
IVY II. EVEKBTT, M
Paris, Maine, on tbe 27tb day of Oct., A. I). 1915,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which Ume the In the County of Oxforl,
ed, »'
said creditors may attend, prove their claims, bond· m the law direct·.
appoint a trustee, examine tbe bankrupt, and demands against the estai
transact such other business aa may properly are desired to present the same
ami all Indebted thereto arc rc>|uesU t
rome before said meeting.
South Parla, Oct. 8, 191S.
payment Immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY,
September 2Ut, 1915.
Referee In llankruntrv
41 43
40 42
MARION J. KV» KM Γ

store. or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—"Ye Olde Songs," words and music
if sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
J outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
together with your opinion of our Medicine.

fact that-the coffee cup is one recog·
nlzed medium for nuivoying poison
Some yeurs ugo the governor of Aspa
duun, having long been at da/gen*
drawn with the chief of a powuiful
mountain tribe, déterminai in this wn\
ile proto put an end to ail trouble
fessed to entertain a great derive ot
friendship and esteem for the chieftain
and invited him to visit him at his pal
ace.
The chief unsuspiciously came,

i»i

Pythian Block, South Paris, Me.

reliable and boneat boy· to
deliver papers in Sooth Paris, Oxford
and Weicbville. Send name and ad d re ah
Lwiaton
to Circulation Department,
S9tf
Daily Sud, Lewialon, Maine.

Bright,

rhey

Maine

South Paris,

TO LET.

Better
Not]
Nothing

paired."

BLOCK

Five-room cottage houee, with tutli,
on Wheeler Street, South Parie.
DENNIS PIKE REAL
ESTATE A(i Κ Ν V,
34tf
Norway, Maine

^£22
!

masons

South Paris. Maine.

^ί"

baud, but If we both decide to go to
the polls to register our votes I liave
At any
no objection to our doing so.
rate, we can try It. Nevertheless I see
no use In trying to cross a bridge till
We are not married yet.
we come to it.
When we are all such matters will leg
But I reiterate seulate themselves
riously that if there is anything objectionable or useless in our both going to
the polls to vote 1 will defer to you."
"What du you mean by useless?"
"Suppose we vote ou different sides
We might in that case pair."
"l'air? What do you mean by pair?"
"We might do what we're going to
If we intend to vote
do in marrying
on different sides and neither of us
votes at all the result is the same as If
we voted
I, a man. and you. a worn
mi. marry.
There's one less bachelor
11, other words,
and one less spinster

that

for sale all the time.

hand and

J. B. COLE & SON,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE

.···?&·&

Κ ,Λ*
···

everything

Plaster,

......

PYTHIAN BLOCK,

better, in certain things betiiK attend
cd to by the wife and certain other
things belli? attended to by the hue

Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
and acts thru the Blood on the Mucous
Burfaces of the System thereby de·
itroying the foundation of the disease,
riving the patient strength by building
up the constitution ana assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in the curative
powers of Hall's Catarrh Cure that
they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
jase that it falls to cure. Send for list
if testimonial·.
Address: F. J. CHENET * CO.. Toledo,
Λία Sold fey all Druggist* Tie.

CO.,

Brick, Cement,

on

Weaver Pianos, Player Pianos and Organs

the other uf us should attend to the
duties of citizenship for the family
"I believe in a division of labor or.
If you like another way of putting It

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages, and
that is catarrh. Catarrh being greatly
Influenced by constitutional conditions
constitutional
treatment.
requires

nts

01

and

un

9110 Reward, $100

>

niai!.

next

gallons.

to 35

eating." was his rejolmler. "Since you
prefer tliut course, su shail i! be."
"But you would prefer that one οι

sve are

by

one

Norway, Maine.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

consciences."
οι

Get

peik-ctlv

fifteen

WM. 0. LEAVITT

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.,

statement, but it did not occur to her
"It seems to me." she said at last
"that we each have duties of citizen
ship to attend to In accordance, with
proor

.85 .75

uo

with size.

are

We also have Stone Jars in all sizes from

of the economic principle"
This argument resulted In silence be
tween the couple for some minutes
Elsie saw that, pretending to give hei
an argument for her cause, lie was
arguing on the other side. She believed
that there was a valid answer to his

lue

Safety

That
That will fit.
safe.
If in need send

We have rubber rings for all sizes of Jars
and Economy Jar Covers.

admit that politics Is the exclusive right
of the husband."
"In that case but one of two courses
Is open to us. Either I must give up at
tending to the duties of a citizen t<·
you or we uiust hoili attend to them
The latter course would be a violation

our

.85 .80
.95 .85 .75

$1.15 .95

at

44tf

your argument"
"Per contra. If the wife breaks in
upon the husband's prerogatives there
Is likely to be a monkey and parrot
business in tne family."
Seeing an opportunity to get In a
blow for lier sake without Inveighing
against slang, she said quickly. "I don't

1

CHIMNEY FLUE STOPPA

Pt 1-2 pt

Qt

2 qt

Safety Valve

It!"
"Anyway he's liable to get scratched
But complete
"Worse and worse.

made 110 comments whatever on these
Elsie believed
particular opinions.
that a matter in which she was Interested and upon which her fiance seemed indifferent should be settled between them before marriage and. bracing herself for a struggle, opeued the
··

phonetic."

fnmlly. carrying out this
principle, the hushand does the
providing mid the wife takes care ot

ourselves as others see us pertained
especially to her. To Herbert Winston. her lover, it was plaiu that the
cause of women would lose nothing by
the defection of the girl he loved. lie
bad no preferences for or against the
cause, but lie was opposed to Elsie
wasting lier time in a matter which
other women were far better fitted to
push thau she. But Herbert was given to diplomacy rather than to open
opposition and had no mind to fly in
Fie
the face of his fiancee's views.

μΠαμΙ.λη»

more

"Go on."
"In the

Full Line of

Of All the Leading Makes.

"

"My way Is

a

GLASS JARS !

"1 thought you didn't like that expression."
"They lire not the same. You said
•See?" 1 suy *1 see.' There Is a great

vancement of her sex.
When Elsie met "her fate" she found
α man who was drawn to her on account of the feminine moid in which
she was cast rather than her aspiraThe Scotch saying that we
tions.
would lie blessed at being aide to see

subject.

We have

of the othere whti
It doesn't itself produce."
"I nee."

produce mid haying

class nor on any of the committees.
Indeed, Miss Uarbeson was not In any
way fitted for a leader in the great und
absorbing struggle for the political ad-

ern
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and keep young with
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"Certainly."

Send for Catalogue.

a

Long and Short of It.
"Mr. Blinks," said she, "do you think
that anticipation is greater than realization Ï"
"Well," replied Mr. Blinks, "anticipation is broader and higher, but reali-

Young

*
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tablespoonful
110 miles to the inch, is sold for 15
caviar for each canape; add to it a tablecents, or for 9 cents if an order for it is
spoonful of Chutney syrup, a dash of included in an order for maps amountmignonette pepper and one hard-boiled ing to $3. This map shows the rivers,
egg that has beeu put through the ricer.
principal cities, and state boundaries,
Lay on toast rounds, garnish with red and is shaded in colore to show the marriage, because I propose to give
and
pepper cut iuto half-moon shape
heights above sea level of all parts of way to you in everything."
serve.
the country.
"That's very sweet of you. But you
For the gruel make a good, rich
Orders for these maps should be addon't seein to realize as 1 do that there
chicken bouillon, and serve with a heapdressed to the Director, U. S. Geological
ing teaspoonfnl of whipped cream on Survey, Washington, D. C., and accom- Ib a good deal that is practical in married life, that romance changes to com
top of each cup.
panied by remittance, in cash or postal
Boil two pounds of cod; when cold
which is far more endur
order.
paniotishlp,
money
free it from skiu and bones and flake it,
ing. and that companionship is dethen add to it three-quarters a cup of
Over 00 automobile drivers1 licenses
a busband and a wife
soft bread crumb*, a gill of melted but- have been revoked by Secretary of State pendent upon
having the same views."
ter, a gill of cream, pepper, salt, two John E. Bunker under the new law
"That doesn't cut any Ice in our
tablespoons Chutney syrup, a tablespoou which went into effect this year and
Worcentershire sauce, and one beaten which provides that the Secretary of case, liecause, as I have told you. your
egg; fill large, well-buttered ramekins State may revoke operators' licenses for views shall be my views."
with the mixture, dusting the tops with drunkenness and fast driving.
Theie was rather too much subserviThis is one of the laws advocated by ency in this to suit her; but, since she
gr»ted cheese. Bake and serve, garnished with a spray of parsley across the top the Maine Automobile Association and
could not find fault with it. she took
and a small tureen of tnrtare sauce.
which was put through the Legislature
lu a side Issue.
Stuff and prepare the capon in the us by its efforts. It is believed tbat it will refuge
"1 am sorry to see that you are be
ual way, seive, garnished with glazed have a pronounced effect in
curbing
swt-et potatoes and baked tomatoes stuff- reckless
coming slangy. It would have sounddriving of every kind.
ed with an artichoke stuffiug, made iu
ed better for you to say 'make any
the following way : One bottle of artiJapan and China are countries whose difference.' Hut, to tiike up a far more
chokes drained and chopped, one cup of Kreat populations have existed and in- important matter, I am very much inbre;id ciumbs, half-cup of fine-chopped creased without one of the articles of terested in the
struggle for the emancicelery, balf-cup of fine-chopped nuts, diet that to Americans seems an element- pation of women that bas been going
one
white
of
the
beaten
pepper, salt,
ary food—milk. There is practically do on for many ceuturies.
It Is one of
egg, tablespoonful of Worcestershire production of milk in either of these
tbe elements that have entered into
sauce, two tablespooue tomato ketchup countries, almost the only supply being
of Europe and Amerand two tablespoons melted butter.
imported from foreign nations in the the civilization
Hollow Arm tomatobs; stuff and bake form of condensed milk in cans.
ica."
them in the usual way but do not allow
"How?"
The quickest way to do things is to do
them to fall to pieces. Tiny hot bis"How?
Why, Professor flow land
but one thing at a time.
cuits go with this course.
mentioned It in his lecture on civilizaBlend together a package of cream
tion!"
cheese and its weight in Roquefort OUR JITNEY OFFER-Tbis and 5c
"It seems to me we are getting away
Don't miss this. Cut out this slip,
cheese, adding enough sweet cream to
soften it slightly; add pepper, salt, and a enclose with five cents to Foley <& Co., from the subject which you consider
tablespoonful of sharp Mayonnaise. Chicago, HI., writing your name and ad- of so much importance. I don't think
some
Blanch
hazelnuts; form the dress clearly. You will receive in re- It would pay us to enter upon a discheese mixture into soft bails with a nut turn a trial package containing Foley's cussion or what
goes back several
in the center of each. Cut the wbite Honey and Tar Compound, for coughs,
thousand years. We'd have to put off
centers from two heads of chicory, wash colds and croup.
Foley Kidney Pills, our
marriage indefinitely In order to
carefully and cut in small pieces witb and Foley Cathartic Tablets.—A. E.
jict down to modern times. How would
the kitchen scissors; drop the cheese- Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.
it do for us to make a compromise on
balls into this; lay up the salad in white
lettuce lestes with mayonnaise.
"Johnny, how did yon hurt your this matter of the emancipation of woHave the ice-cream frozen very hard, band? I
hope you haven't been fighting men—I to have no opinions concerning
vanilla and pistachio; cut into little
again."
it. you to have whatever opinions you
blocks and cover them with a chocolate
"Willie Joues called me a name, moth- like?"
mousse.
S«Tve at once with sponge er, an' then be hit me on the fist with
"And express them?"
his teeth."
>quares, frosted domino-fashion.

wherever you
see the Perfection Cozy Cat

At

1 Premarital j

uo

tablespoons sugar, and
a dash of nutmeg; chill, fill the glasses
spectively.
three-quarters full, topping them with
A relief map of the United States
cap of mint leaves and serve.
measuring IS by 28 inches, on a scale of
of the best
Allow one
ginger,

Sold

w

Fires of any size are so scarce in
Holland that the city of Rotterdam,
with a population of over 400,000, has
practically no Are department, while
the prevalence of canals offers an ever
ready water supply to tight any flrea
which might occur.
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Return leave St. John Monday, Wedneslay and frldav at b.-OO a. m. ; leave Portland for
toston Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
:00 a. m., due Boston J.00 p. m.
H. A. CLv Y, Superintendent,
Otf
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Maine.
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Trapf Marks
Dcsiîns
CopvmcHrs 4c.
sketch and ceecript' " n;n»
whet! rr an

Anyone sendli g a
quickly ascertain our opinion free
Itiveutinn la probably pniontntilo. €'•►nirmii t»
tlomstrictly coinlilontlal. HANDBOOK on Γι'·
sent free. Oldest agency for scouring pat. t«.
I'alenU taken through Munn A Co. récrire
•yteial notitt, without charge. In tbo

Scientific American.

cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly. I-areost » a
culation of any ·<*ΐβηιΙΒα Journal. Tern
year: four months, 4L Soidbyall newsdealer*.
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Watch Your Children

Often children do not let parents know
the y aro constipated. They fear something distasteful. They will like Rexall
Orderlies—a mild laxative that taates
like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
Chaa. H. Howard Co.
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